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Στην οικογένειά μου
Abstract
A quantum shape phase transition (QSPT) in atomic nuclei is characterized by a
sudden change of the shape of the nucleus due to changes in the location of the
nuclear potential minimum. A first-order QSPT exists in the transition from spher-
ical shapes to the axially symmetric deformed shapes. There are models describing
even-even nuclei in terms of their shape and their oscillations and rotations sym-
metries, such us the U(5) symmetry (for spherical shapes - vibrator) and SU(3)
symmetry (for axially symmetric deformed shapes - rotor). Along the QSPT the
spherical minimum, corresponding to a spherical shape, starts vanishing and the
deformed one, corresponding to a deformed shape, appears. While the nuclear
potentials of a vibrator and a symmetric rotor have one minimum, the potential
of a nucleus near the critical point (CP) of the first-order QSPT between them
presents the two competing minima. The X(5) model provides some signatures of
the isotopes at the CP.
A first-order QSPT is known in the even-even N = 90 isotones with Z = 60− 66.
With Z = 58, 148Ce lies in the low-Z boundary of this transition from spherical to
axially symmetric deformed shapes. This nucleus is studied in this work. Key ob-
servables revealing the nuclear shape, such as the energy ratio R4/2 = E(4+1 )/E(2
+
1 )
and the transition strength ratio B4/2 = B(E2;4+1 → 2+1 )/B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ), are com-
pared with the predictions from models describing nuclei along this transition and
specially near the CP.
The experimental analysis to obtain the lifetimes of the first 2+ and first 4+ states
of 148Ce using fast-timing techniques is shown in this work. The data were taken
within the EXILL&FATIMA campaign performed at the high-flux reactor of the In-
stitut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble, where fission fragments of 235U and 241Pu were
measured by a hybrid spectrometer, consisting of high-resolution germanium and
fast-responding lanthanum bromide scintillator detectors. The measurement of the
lifetime of the first 4+ state of 148Ce allows the calculation of the B4/2 observable
and contributes in the study of the shape of the nucleus.
Beside the comparison with the models, the whole N≈90 region is being investi-
gated within the interacting boson model. The shape evolution of the cerium, the
neodymium and the samarium chains is studied and shows the importance of the
increasing axially asymmetry.

Zusammenfassung
Ein Quantenformphasenübergang (QSPT) in atomaren Kernen wird durch eine
plötzliche Veränderung der Kernform auf Grund von örtlichen Verschiebungen
der Kernpotentialminima charakterisiert. Ein solcher Phasenübergang erster Ord-
nung findet sich in der Übergangsregion von sphärischen Atomkernen zu axial-
symmetrisch deformierten Atomkernen. Es gibt Modelle, die gerade-gerade Kerne
bezüglich ihrer Form und ihrer Vibrations- und Rotationssymmetrien beschreiben,
wie z.B. die U(5)-Symmetrie (für sphärische Kerne - Vibratoren) und die SU(3)-
Symmetrie (für axialsymmetrisch deformierte Kerne - Rotoren). Entlang des QSPT
beginnt das sphärische Minimum (sphärische Formen) zu verschwinden und das
deformierte Minimum (deformierte Form) erscheint. Während die Kernpotentiale
eines Vibrators und eines Rotors nur ein Minimum besitzen, hat das Kernpotential
eines Atomkerns nahe dem kritischen Punkt (CP) eines QSPT erster Ordnung zwei
konkurierende Minima. Das X(5)-Modell stellt einige Kennzeichen solcher Isotope
am CP bereit.
In den gerade-gerade N = 90 Isotonen mit Z = 60−66 is ein QSPT erster Ordnung
bekannt. Das Isotop 148Ce liegt mit Z = 58 bezüglich Z am unteren Ende dieser
Übergangsregion zwischen sphärischen und axialsymmetrisch deformierten Ker-
nen. Dieser Kern wird in dieser Arbeit untersucht. Schlüsselobservablen, die Aus-
sagen übe die Kernfom machen, wie das Energieverhältnis R4/2 = E(4+1 )/E(2
+
1 ) und
das Verhältnis der Übergangsstärken B4/2 = B(E2;4+1 → 2+1 )/B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ), wer-
den mit Vorhersagen von Modellen verglichen, die Kerne entlang des Phasenüber-
gangs, und insbesondere am CP, beschreiben.
Die Analyse zur experimentellen Bestimmung der Lebensdauer der ersten an-
geregten 2+ und 4+ Zustände von 148Ce unter Benutzung der Fast-Timing
Methode wird in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt. Die Daten wurden während der
EXILL&FATIMA-Kampagne am Höchstflussreaktor des Instituts Laue Langevin in
Grenoble aufgenommen. Spaltfragmente von 235U und 241Pu wurden mittels
eines Hybrid Spektrometers, bestehend aus energetisch hochauflösenden Germa-
nium Detektoren und schnellen Szintillationsdetektoren aus Cerium-dotiertem Lan-
thanumbromid untersucht. Die Messung der Lebensdauer des ersten 4+-Zustands
von 148Ce ermöglicht die Berechnung des B4/2-Verhältnisses und trägt zur Unter-
suchung der Kernform dieses Isotops bei.
Neben dem Vergleich mit Modellen wird die gesamte Region um N ≈ 90 im Rah-
men des Interacting Boson Modells untersucht. Dabei wird die Kernformentwick-
lung in den Iostopenketten von Cer, Neodym und Samarium untersucht und die
Bedeutung zunehmend axialler Asymmetrie aufgezeigt.
Zusammenfassung
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1 Introduction - Motivation
There are four fundamental interactions in physics, known as the fundamental
forces, namely: the gravitational, the electromagnetic, the strong and the weak
interaction [1]. Matter interacts by these four forces following the “laws” of inter-
action of each one of them. Quarks [2] forms hadrons via the strong interaction.
Hadrons, like protons and neutrons, which are clusters of quarks, interact with each
other by the nuclear force which is the residuum of the strong interaction between
the quarks [3]. Examining the interactions of hadrons experimental data can be
provided for testing theories for the nature of this force.
The theories that have been developed try to interpret hadron systems. Such
systems are the atomic nuclei, consisting of protons and neutrons. A nucleus con-
sists of a number of nucleons, from 1, for 1H, up to 294, for 294Og [4] which is the
hadron-richest system found experimentally so far. The shape of the nucleus de-
pends on the number of hadrons. The understanding of the evolution of the shapes
along the nuclear chart can reveal features of the hadrons’ interaction.
There are microscopic theories which consider the potential of each hadron in-
dividually and examine the interactions between them. Alternatively the theories
consider the potential of the whole or the majority of the hadrons, and the analy-
sis is made for the interaction between the mean field and the valance hadrons to
analyze the behavior of the nucleus. The macroscopic, also called phenomenolog-
ical or collective, models consider a collective field that interprets the behavior of
the nucleus. This is done because of the complexity of the interactions of a large
number of hadrons for which the current computing power of the computers can
not carry out the numerical calculations. In both approaches, the results of the
calculations are compared with experimental data.
In this work, a region of the nuclear chart where the nuclei consist of a large
number of protons and neutrons, with mass numbers larger than 144, will be ex-
amined. The evolution of shapes in this region will be studied. In the next sections
an introduction to the collective models which will be used, the specific physics
case which will be examined and the key experimental observables for the study of
this case will be given.
1
1.1 Collective models
The first Nobel Prize in Physics given to nuclear structure was in 1963 to Eugene
Paul Wigner (1/2 of the prize) for his discovery and application of fundamental
symmetry principles, and to Maria Goeppert Mayer (1/4) and J. Hans D. Jensen
(1/4) for their discoveries concerning nuclear shell structure [5, 6]. The second
Nobel Prize in nuclear structure was given in 1975 jointly to Aage Niels Bohr, Ben
Roy Mottelson and Leo James Rainwater for their discovery of the connection be-
tween collective motion and particle motion in atomic nuclei and the development
of the theory of the collective model [7].
The shell model successfully describes spherical nuclei with proton and/or
neutron numbers near the magic numbers. Between the magic numbers the de-
formation increases (see Figure 1.1, the magic numbers are marked with dashed
lines). In these areas of the nuclear chart the number of the valance protons or/and
neutrons is too large for the shell model to be used because of the complicated and
hard to solve (even today) calculations for many-body systems. The collective mod-
els can give insight for deformed nuclei and interesting phenomena as the octupole
deformation, the shape phase transitions and its critical point (CP).
100
80
40
60
20
20 120100806040 140 160 200180
Z
N
Oblate
Prolate
Figure 1.1.: Nuclear deformation chart, all experimentally observed nuclei are
shown. The oblate and prolate nuclei are marked with blue and red
respectively. The nuclei along the magic numbers, marked with dashed
lines, are spherical. The calculations were made using the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov theory extended by the generator coordinate method and
mapped onto a five-dimensional collective quadrupole Hamiltonian [8].
In quadrupole-collective models the nucleus can be investigated by two collec-
tive degrees of freedom, β and γ, instead of the number of valence protons and
neutrons. β represents the magnitude of deviation from the spherical shape. The γ
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is the angle related to axial symmetry. For γ=0o the model describes prolate nuclei
(rugby ball shape), for γ=30o the nucleus presents the maximum triaxiality and
for γ=60o the model describes oblate nuclei (pancake shape).
1.2 Interacting Boson Model
In 1974 F. Iachello and A. Arima introduced the interacting boson model (IBM) [9].
The model bridges the collective models with the microscopic theories by replacing
pairs of valence protons and neutrons by bosons. In almost empty large shells and
only for a small number of bosons this can give good approximation of the system
and successfully explain the low energy spectra of heavy nuclei. In the simplified
IBM-1 there is no distinction between the proton and neutron, this happens only in
IBM-2.
The IBM has a U(6) dynamical symmetry with three sub-symmetries, the U(5),
the SU(3) and the O(6), each can describe one of the three main nuclear collective
shapes describing even-even nuclei in a sense of their shape and their oscillations
and rotations, namely the spherical harmonic vibrator, the symmetric rotor and the
γ-soft rotor respectively. The symmetries derive from the symmetry chains shown
in Table 1.1. Additionally the SU(3) symmetry describes oblate rotors.
In the dynamical symmetries the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of
Casimir operators and be solved analytically. The solution of the Hamiltonian
can provide observables which can be compared with the experimental data of
an isotope and provide information about its shape. The R4/2 and B4/2 ratios
are key fingerprints of the nucleus shape, where R4/2 = E(4+1 )/E(2
+
1 ) is the en-
ergy ratio between the energy of the first 4+ and the first 2+ exited states and
B4/2 = B(E2;4+1 → 2+1 )/B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) is the ratio between the transition
strengths of the 4+1 → 2+1 and 2+1 → 0+1 transitions. As an example one could
refer to the spectrum of 118Cd, with R4/2=2.39 [10]. The observables of the U(5)
symmetry (with typical value of R4/2=2) reproduce the experimental data of the
isotope and mark it as a spherical nucleus, see Figure 1.2. In the case of 166Er, with
R4/2=3.29 [10], the experimental data are fitting well with the SU(3) symmetry
(with R4/2=3.33), marking the nucleus as a prolate symmetric rotor, see Figure
1.2. The reader should keep in his mind that no theoretical model perfectly fits the
experimental data of any nucleus.
The three symmetries, of the three main nuclear collective shapes, can be
placed at each vertex of a symmetry triangle as shown in Figure 1.3. The “so-
called” IBM symmetry triangle (or Casten triangle) [11] is divided in two areas,
the spherical-one where nuclei with spherical shape are placed, and the deformed-
one where nuclei with deformed shapes are placed. The line on the border of
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Table 1.1.: Sub-symmetries of the U(6) dynamical symmetry in the IBM.
Symmetry Symmetry chain
Main nuclear collective
γ
shape described
U(5) U(6) ⊃ U(5) ⊃ O(5) ⊃ SO(3) spherical 0o
O(6) U(6) ⊃ O(6) ⊃ O(5) ⊃ SO(3) γ-soft rotor 30o
SU(3) U(6) ⊃ SU(3) ⊃ SO(3) prolate symmetric rotor 0o
SU(3) U(6) ⊃ SU(3) ⊃ SO(3) oblate symmetric rotor 60o
0+
0+
0+
0+
0+
0+
2+ 2+
2+
2+
2+
2+
4+
4+
3+,4+
4+
6+
5+,6+
0+
3+
3+
U(5) Exp.118Cd
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2.: Comparison of (a) 118Cd spectrum with U(5) and (b) 166Er spectrum
with SU(3).
the two areas is the transitional area. More about how this line can be defined
in the triangle is presented in Chapter 3. The nuclei which are placed along this
line undergo a shape phase transition (PT), from spherical to deformed shapes.
In the next section the first-order quantum shape phase transition (QSPT) will be
discussed, X(5) in Figure 1.3.
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O(6)
U(5) SU(3)
E(5)
X(5)
NB=250 ζ**
ζcrit
PT-line 
Deformed
Spherical
Figure 1.3.: The IBM symmetry triangle (or Casten triangle).
1.3 Quantum Shape Phase Transition
The nuclear potentials of nuclei placed on the U(5) and SU(3) vertexes of the
IBM symmetry triangle, calculated using the coherent state formalism of the IBM
[12] by equation (3.7) in Chapter 3, are shown in Figure 1.4. One can see the
typical shape of the potential of the harmonic oscillator for the nuclei in the U(5)
symmetry, which corresponds to a nucleus with a spherical shape. The minimum
of the potential is at β=0. In the potential for the SU(3) symmetry the minimum
is at a larger β value, this shape corresponds to a prolate-deformed nucleus.
The E(5) and the X(5) models are geometrical solutions of the Hamiltonian
describing nuclei in the CPs of the second- and first-order PT, respectively [13, 14].
E(5) is the CP between U(5) and O(6) and X(5) between U(5) and SU(3). A QSPT
in atomic nuclei is characterized by a sudden change of the shape of the nucleus
due to changes in the location of the nuclear potential minimum. While the nuclear
potentials of a vibrator and a symmetric rotor have one minimum, the potential of a
nucleus at the CP of the first-order QSPT between them has two competing minima
(Figure 1.4b). Along this PT the spherical minimum, corresponding to spherical
shapes, starts vanishing and the deformed one, corresponding to deformed shapes,
appears. The CP of the transition is where the contribution of the two minima
degenerates.
As it was said earlier in this Chapter, experimental observables for nuclei de-
scribed by the dynamical symmetries derive from the solution of the Hamiltonian.
In the case of the first-order CP the X(5) geometrical solution [14] approaches
1.3. Quantum Shape Phase Transition 5
V(β)
β
U(5), ζ=0
critical point, ζ=0.47
SU(3), ζ=1
(a)
V(β) U(5), ζ=0
critical point, ζ=0.47
β
(b)
Figure 1.4.: (a) Nuclear potential as a function of the deformation parameter β ob-
tained using the coherent state formalism of the IBM [12] for nuclei
in the U(5), SU(3) symmetries and on the CP of the QSPT (χ=0). See
equation (3.7) in Chapter 3. (b) Zoom on the β=0 region.
the nuclear potential by neglecting the barrier between the two minima (spherical
and deformed, see also red curve in Figure 1.4) and considering the potential as
a square-well in the variable β . Fingerprints for this CP can be obtained from the
analytical solution. These include the characteristic level schemes and transition
strengths, or their ratios. The X(5) model will be described in details in Chapter 2
together with other geometrical models describing the region around this critical
symmetry point.
1.4 Physics Motivation - Fingerprints
A first-order QSPT is known in the even-even N = 90 isotones with Z = 60 − 66
[15]. Using the adopted experimental data [10], the discussed PT can be observed
in a R4/2 plot of these isotopes over their neutron number (Figure 1.5a). Not all
isotopic chains in this PT region show the same behavior. The sharp transitions in
the gadolinium and samarium isotopic chains [16, 15, 17] from spherical nuclei
(R4/2 = 2− 2.4) to deformed ones (R4/2 = 3− 3.33) around N = 90 are less pro-
nounced in the neodymium and cerium chains. For cerium and neodymium the
transitions from N = 88 to N = 90 are more smooth. To gain additional infor-
mation for the shape of the nuclei, an other fingerprint, the B4/2 ratio (B4/2 = 2
for spherical symmetry, B4/2 = 1.4 for γ-rigid and γ-soft deformed), is shown in
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figure 1.5b as a function of the neutron number for gadolinium, samarium and
neodymium isotopes. In agreement with the picture from the R4/2 ratios, the transi-
tion from N = 88 to N = 90 from near spherical symmetry to quadrupole deformed
shapes is sharp for gadolinium and samarium and less so for neodymium.
The R4/2 = 2.9 and the B4/2 = 1.58 are benchmarks for a nucleus at the X(5)
CP [14]. As indicated in Figure 1.5, all N = 90 isotopes lie near the X(5) model,
hence near the CP of the PT.
In the case of neodymium’s and cerium’s isotopic chains the smooth be-
havior of the observables is questioning the point where, or whether at all, the
QSPT happens and how sharp the transition is. Additionally, for 148Ce, which
is at the low-Z boundary of the N=90 shape PT region, the B4/2 ratio was not
known, since the lifetime of the first 4+ state was not measured before this
work.
There are analytical solutions of the geometrical Hamiltonian which describe
nuclei near the CP, like the X(5)-β2n models [18] and the CBS rotor model [17].
Key observables, such as energy and B(E2) ratios, of these models can be compared
with the experimental data of the isotopes near the PT and mark the shape of the
nuclei. More about the comparison of the experimental data with the models can
be seen in Chapter 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.5.: (a) R4/2 ratios for Gd, Sm, Nd and Ce isotopic chains as a function of
neutron number. The sharp transition of Gd and Sm from spherical
nuclei (R4/2 = 2) to deformed ones (R4/2 = 3.33) is not present in Nd
and Ce chains. (b) B4/2 ratios for Gd, Sm and Nd isotopic chains as a
function of the neutron number. The transition from N = 88 to N = 90
from near spherical symmetry to γ-rigid and γ-soft symmetry is sharp
for Gd and Sm but not for Nd. Data taken from [10].
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The X(5) model, as all models, does not consider the finite number of nucleons
in the nucleus [19]. Contrarywise, studies within the IBM-1 have shown the de-
pendence of the values of the benchmarks of the first-order critical symmetry point
on the number of valence nucleons [20, 19, 21, 22].
Following the previous, in the next Chapters
• the analysis for the “missing” lifetime of the first 4+ state of 148Ce will be
presented (Chapter 6),
• the experimental data for 148Ce will be compared with geometrical models
(Chapter 7),
• the whole phase transitional N=90 region of the nuclear chart will be stud-
ied within the IBM-1, aiming in the determination of the CP of each isotopic
chain (Chapter 7),
• microscopic calculations for the 148Ce will be presented (Chapter 7).
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2 Geometrical models
2.1 Basics
Collective models are of great importance to the understanding of nuclear struc-
ture. The liquid drop model [23] is a very good approximation to describe the
nuclei shape. Both spherical and deformed shapes can be modeled by the har-
monic vibrations and the rotational and vibrational modes of a liquid drop. The
surface of the nucleus (liquid drop) can be described by a multiple expansion of
the radius [23]
R(θ ,φ) = Ro[1+
∑
λµ
αλµY
∗
λµ(θ ,φ)] (2.1)
where Ro is the equilibrium spherical radius, Yλµ are the standard spherical har-
monics and the coefficients αλµ show the deviations from the spherical shape. The
multipolarity of the shape is described by the order of the spherical harmonic λ.
The λ=0 term describes fluctuations of the spherical density. The λ=1 term de-
scribe possible displacement of the center of mass. The λ=2,3,4 terms correspond
to quadrupole, octupole and hexadecapole deformation, respectively. In order to
study the low-lying collective structure, where the quadrupole deformation plays
the major role (λ=2), by keeping the density constant (λ 6= 0) and by excluding
any displacement of the center of mass (λ 6= 1), the equation (2.1), for quadrupole
deformation reduces to
R(θ ,φ) = Ro

1+
∑
µ
α2µY
∗
2µ(θ ,φ)

. (2.2)
The excitations in spherical nuclei refer to shape fluctuations centered around
a spherical shape, while the excitations in deformed nuclei refer to shape fluctua-
tions centered around a quadrupole deformed shape. It is convenient to describe
the nucleus in a coordinate system fixed in the body of the nucleus with the com-
monly used β and γ deformation parameters [23, 7]. This is done by relating the
9
coordinates in the body-fixed system to the coordinates in the space-fixed system
through
αν =
∑
µ
D2µν(θi)αµ (2.3)
where Dµν(θi) are the transformation functions for the spherical harmonics and θi
are the three Euler angles. To describe the system in terms of the three Euler angles
and the two deformation parameters, usually the frame of reference is chosen such
that α21 = α2−1 = 0 and α22 = α2−2 [24].
By aligning the coordinate axes along the principle axes of the quadrupole
shape, the β and γ deformation parameters are related to the α2ν coefficients as
α20 = β cosγ (2.4)
and
α22 =
1p
2
β sinγ. (2.5)
The parameter β corresponds to the degree of quadrupole deformation and the
parameter γ corresponds to the degree of axial asymmetry.
Fully spherical nuclei are described by β = 0 value. Deformed axially symmet-
ric nuclei are described by non-zero β and γ = 0o values. Prolate deformed nuclei
are described by β>0 values (American-football-shaped), while oblate deformed
nuclei (disk-like for γ = 60o) are described by β<0. Axially asymmetric deformed
nuclei, which are deformed in direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis, are
described by non-zero γ values. As the γ value increases from 0o to 30o the shape
of a deformed nucleus (β 6= 0) changes from prolate to fully axially asymmetric
shapes, the latter nuclei are called γ-soft nuclei.
The Bohr Hamiltonian in the above given parametrization is given by [23, 7]
H = − ħh
2
2B

1
β4
∂
∂ β
β4
∂
∂ β
+
1
β2 sin3γ
∂
∂ γ
sin3γ
∂
∂ γ
− 1
4β2
∑
κ
Q2κ
sin2(γ− 23piκ)

+V (β ,γ)
(2.6)
where Qκare the angular momentum operators in the Euler angles variables and
B is the mass parameter. Different shapes of the potential V (β ,γ) approximates
different nuclear shapes. For some shapes (like the spherical) the potential is ap-
proximated by a simple analytic function where the Schrödinger equation with the
Bohr Hamiltonian can be analytically solved. The solutions give several observ-
ables, such us the level energies and the transition strengths of the electromagnetic
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decays between levels. The electromagnetic transitions rates can be calculated by
the matrix elements of the quadrupole operator
T (E2) = tα2µ (2.7)
where t is a scaling factor. The transition strength (B(E2)) between two levels (Ji
and J f ) is given by
B(E2; Ji → J f ) = 12Ji + 1 |〈ψ f ||T (E2)||ψi〉|
2. (2.8)
For some nuclear shapes the potential used depends only on β , this allows sep-
aration of the β and γ variables [25]. Such as for spherical nuclei with V(β)= 12Cβ
2.
In this case the solution of the Schrödinger equation with the Bohr Hamiltonian is
analytical solvable in the U(5) dynamical symmetry. The same occurs for axially
symmetric deformed nuclei in the SU(3) dynamical symmetry.
It has been found [26, 27] that the shape PT between spherical, U(5), and
γ-soft, O(6), shapes is second-order, while the transition between spherical, U(5),
and symmetric axially deformed shapes, SU(3), is first-order. Both are described
within the framework of the Bohr Hamiltonian. The second-order transition is
described by the E(5) model [13], while the first-order transition is approximated
by the X(5) model [14].
In the β potential of a spherical vibrator, U(5), one minimum appears in the
β = 0. In the β potential of a deformed nucleus the minimum appear on a non-
zero β value. As the shape evolves from spherical to deformed, for a region near
and around the CP the two minima coexist and compete. At the CP of the PT the
contribution of the two minima to the shape of the nucleus degenerates.
In both E(5) and X(5) CPs the β potential can be approached by a infinite
square-well potential as shown in Figure 2.1. The difference between the two
models stems from the γ dependence taken in the Hamiltonian. For E(5) the
analysis is simpler cause the Baohr Hamiltonian is independent of the γ degree
of freedom. This allows an exact analytic solution which describes the CP of the
U(5)-O(6) shape PT by the separation of the two structural parameters. For X(5)
this separation of the structural parameters is not possible to be done in the same
way.
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V(β)
βw
Figure 2.1.: Nuclear potential as a function of the deformation coordinate β on the
CP of a shape PT (red). The infinite square-well potential (blue) used to
approach the β potential.
2.2 X(5)
An approximate analytic solution is taken for the CP by exploiting the special char-
acter of the potential at this point (shown in Figure 2.1) and by an approximate
separation of the two structural parameters. The β-part of potential is considered
as an infinite square-well, with βw the position of the right wall,
V (β ,γ) =
§
0, for β ≤ βw∞, for β > βw
ª
+ Vγ(γ).
The Vγ(γ) includes the axially symmetric degree of freedom. The γ-part of the po-
tential is considered as a harmonic oscillator. By this assumption and the analytical
solution the level structure of a nuclei in the spherical to axially symmetric de-
formed QSPT derives, together with the transition strengths between them. These
observables are plotted in Figure 2.2 and comprise fingerprints of a nucleus on the
CP of the PT.
The levels derive from the X(5) model are classified by the quantum number s
(giving the different bands) and J specifying the angular momentum. For the s = 1
both the energy spacing and the transition strengths within the band are between
the values of the U(5) and the SU(3) symmetries. The two observables which are
strongly related and considered to be benchmarks of any symmetry are the R4/2
and the B4/2 ratios. For X(5) are R4/2=2.9 and B4/2=1.58. Another key observable
of the CP is the placement of the s = 2 band. The energy ratio E0+2 /E2+1 for X(5) is
5.65.
Nuclei with R4/2<2.9 are consider to be before the CP of the QSPT, to be mostly
spherical since the main contributor to their shape is the spherical minimum, on
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Figure 2.2.: Level scheme and transition strengths derive from the X(5) model.
the other hand, nuclei with R4/2>2.9 are considered to be deformed. In the IBM
symmetry triangle, introduced in Chapter 1 and discussed in details in Chapter 3,
the first will be placed on the left side of the X(5), towards U(5), and the latter on
the right side of it, towards SU(3). Of course it has to be noted that this is the case
for axially symmetric nuclei (γ=0o).
2.3 Solutions along the QSPT: X(5)-β2n and CBS models
There are geometrical solutions of the Hamiltonian which describe nuclei near the
CP, like the X(5)-β2n models [18] and the “confined β-soft” (CBS) rotor model [17].
In the big picture, one could say that the X(5)-β2n, the X(5) and the CBS models
can describe nuclei along the U(5) to SU(3) transition for axially symmetric nuclei,
either before (X(5)-β2n) or after (CBS) the CP in terms of increasing deformation of
the potential’s minimum. In both models the γ term of the potential is considered
to be a harmonic oscillator.
The β term of the potentials in X(5)-β2n models are of the form u2n(β) =
β2n/2, with n being an integer. Starting with the harmonic oscillator for n = 1,
the potentials approach the infinite square-well of X(5) by increasing n (see Figure
2.3a). Parameter-free (up to overall scale factors) observables emanate for each
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Figure 2.3.: Approximations of the β potentials for (a) the X(5)-β2n and (b) CBS
models.
n value. The R4/2 for n=1, n=2, n=3 and n=4 are 2.64, 2.78, 2.84 and 2.85,
respectively. These values are between the R4/2=2 of a spherical nucleus and the
R4/2=2.9 of the X(5) CP. The same picture occurs for the energy ratio E0+2 /E2+1 , for
large n the values approach the X(5) value. Nuclei with R4/2 ratios smaller than
the X(5) benchmark, in principle, can be described by one of the X(5)-β2n models
and marked as spherical, since the spherical minimum is the one which dominates
the potential.
The CBS model considers as potential an infinite square-well with a moving
wall. For different widths of the well the model describes nuclei between the CP
and the fully axially symmetric deformed shape, the shape of a rigid-rotor [15]. The
rβ = βmin/βmax parameter describes the width of the well, with βmin the position of
the moving wall of the well and βmax the position of the stable wall of the well, see
Figure 2.3b. For rβ = 0 the potential is equivalent to X(5)’s infinite square-well and
by increasing rβ (rβ → 1) the model approach the rigid-rotor (δ function on βmax).
As the width of the well is getting narrower the 2+1 → 0+1 energy difference shrinks
by a larger fraction than the 4+1 → 2+1 difference. Hence the R4/2 ratio of the ground
band increases with increasing rβ up to the limit of the rigid-rotor (R4/2 = 3.33 for
rβ → 1). The model can be used to describe nuclei with R4/2>2.9 and mark them
as deformed nuclei. In the N=90 QSPT region the model was used, for different
rβ values, to describe the even-even
152−156Sm [17] and 150−156Nd [28] isotopes
analytically.
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One of the most important feature of these two models (X(5)-β2n and CBS)
is the capability of changing the model parameter (n and rβ) in order to describe
nuclei of a, shape-wise, evolving isotopic or isotonic chain.
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3 IBM-1
In the framework of the IBM Arima and Iachello describe collective excitations of
nuclei in terms of bosons as pairs of valence fermions [29]. Whereas the geometri-
cal models presented before, the IBM has been proven, for the first time in the Sm
isotopic chain [30], to be able to describe the collective properties of nuclei with a
large range of structures.
3.1 Basics
Key features of the IBM can be considered the connections of it with the phe-
nomenological geometric approach, which give the advantage of exact solutions
(sometimes analytical), and the bonds to the microscopic foundations (shell model)
[31], by assigning the bosons to valence nucleons. These valence nucleons are as-
sumed to be the only ones contributing to any low-lying excitations. In the model
these low-lying collective excitations in the medium-heavy nuclei can be studied
as excitations of bosonic pairs with angular momenta L = 0 and L = 2. The
model is structured by two bosons, the s boson, with angular momentum and par-
ity λpi = 0+, and the d boson, with λpi = 2+. Bosons with higher momenta, L, can
be included in the model space in order to describe certain collective states. In the
present work they will not be discussed.
The main idea of using bosons instead of fermions comes from the
bosons mapping techniques where, in order to solve the many-fermion Schrödinger
equation and find the transition matrix elements between eigenstates, the fermion
operators are replaced with boson operators using only a minimal number of boson
degrees of freedom.
The simpler version of the IBM is the, so called, sd-IBM-1 or IBM-1. In a
more simplified model, a single boson, the “s+d”, represent a fermion pair, with
no distinction between protons and neutrons [29]. With total boson number the
NB = (npi + nν)/2, where npi is the valence proton and nν is the valence neutron
numbers. In IBM-1 the model is treated as a six-dimensional space, as a U(6)
algebraic group. This is because the s bosons, with momenta L = 0, have one
magnetic substate, and d bosons, with L = 2, have five magnetic substates. The s
and d bosons can be created and annihilated by the corresponding operators, the
s†,d† creation operators and the s˜,d˜ annihilation operators.
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The “generators” of the U(6) group are the following 36 operators, s†s˜, s†d˜µ,
d†µs˜ and [d
†
µd˜µ], with L=0,1,2,3,4 and |µ| ≤ L. All operators are close on com-
mutation, which means that for any pair of A and B in the group, either A or B
commute, or [A,B] is equal to a linear combination of the other members of the
group. The boson number NB is the “Casmir operator” of the U(6) group, which
can be expressed in terms of s and d creation and annihilation operators as
NB = s
†s˜+ d†d˜, (3.1)
commutes with all generators of the group. This means that all 36 generators of
the U(6) group conserve the boson number and make it a “good” quantum number
for all states in the IBM-1.
The connection of the model with the collective picture for even-even nuclei
is made through the three dynamical sub-symmetries of the U(6) group. Each
one of them is related with one of the three main collective models (vibrational,
rotational and γ-soft). From 1976 to 1979 the model was investigated in three
limits, the vibrational limit [32] using the U(5) sub-symmetry, the rotational limit
[33] using the SU(3) sub-symmetry and the O(6), γ-soft, limit [34] using the O(6)
sub-symmetry. For each of the limits many observables have been calculated, such
as the low-energy spectra (energies of the low-lying states) and transition strengths
between the low-lying states of even-even nuclei. Beside the three main collective
models the IBM-1 is able to describe nuclei in the transitional region from one to
an other symmetry.
3.2 IBM Consistent Q Formalism
For nuclei in a PT the Hamiltonian its more efficient, parameter-wise, to be ex-
pressed in the standard notation of the extended constant Q formalism (ECQF)
[35, 36, 37],
H = εnˆd − κQˆχQˆχ , (3.2)
H = c[(1− ζ)nˆd − ζ4NB Qˆ
χQˆχ], (3.3)
where
ζ=
4NB
( εκ + 4NB)
(3.4)
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and
Qˆχ = (s†d˜ + d†s˜) +χ(d˜d†)(2) = T (E2)/eB. (3.5)
Qχ is the quadrupole operator, T(E2) is the electric quadrupole transition operator
with the effective boson charge eB, with nˆd = d˜d† the d-boson number operator,
ε = c(1 − ζ) and κ = − cζ4NB . Where c is a scaling factor and NB the number of
valence bosons.
In equation (3.2) the first part has higher symmetry and the second one lower
symmetry, in other words for every nucleus the ratio ε/κ (or ζ) is representing the
competition between spherical and deformed shapes [15].
The ζ and χ are used as structural parameters in the IBM. The IBM symmetry
triangle can be mapped with ζ 3 [0,1] and χ 3 [−p7/2,0] parameters, see Figure
3.1. With this parametrization the three collective symmetries have the following
coordinates: U(5): ζ = 0 and any χ, SU(3): ζ = 1 and χ = −p7/2 and O(6):
ζ= 1 and χ = 0.
The parameters (ζ,χ) can be plotted in the symmetry triangle by converting
them into the polar coordinates [38]
ρ =
p
3ζp
3cosθχ − sinθχ and θ =
pi
3
+ θχ , (3.6)
where θχ=(2/
p
7)χ(pi/3).
Figure 3.1.: The IBM symmetry triangle can be mapped with the ζ 3 [0,1] and the
χ 3 [−p7/2,0] parameters.
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An other important and useful feature of the IBM-1 is its connection with the
Bohr-Mottelson geometrical deformation parameters β and γ [7] through the Co-
herent State Formalism [39, 40]. By the work of van Isacker and Chen in Ref. [41],
an expression of the energy potential surface, also called scaled total energy (E),
for the ground state of the system under study, in terms of the Hamiltoniam pa-
rameters and β and γ, was derived. The energy potential surface, E (β ,γ)/(cNB),
which in the ECQF has the form
E (β ,γ) = β2
1+ β2

(1− ζ)− (χ2 + 1) ζ
4NB

− 5ζ
4NB(1+ β2)
− ζ(NB − 1)
4NB(1+ β2)2
×

4β2 − 4
√√2
7
χβ3 cos3γ+
2
7
χ2β4

, (3.7)
was computed from the general IBM-1 Hamiltonian [41, 24]. More informations
for this equation can be found in the references given above. In this work it will
be used to plot the energy potential surface of nuclei for the three collective shapes
(on the three sub-symmetry limits) and of the isotopes along the shape PT under
investigation. Qualitatively speaking, the energy potential surface and the nuclear
potential of a nucleus show the same shape [12]. Therefore, from now on conclu-
sions for the shape of nuclear potential will be derived from the shape of the energy
potential surface, V (β).
In Figure 3.2 the total scaled energy is plotted over β for nuclei at the U(5),
SU(3) and O(6) symmetries. At the U(5) symmetry the potential shows the typical
shape of a vibrator. The minimum is at β=0. For a nucleus at the SU(3) symmetry
a minimum appears in the potential at βSU(3), with βSU(3)>0. This minimum is
called “deformed” because a wave function of an eigenstate of a Hamiltonian with
this potential would exhibit a deformed probability distribution. For a nucleus at
the O(6) symmetry again a minimum appears at βO(6), with βSU(3)>βO(6)>0.
What is interesting to investigate, in the frame of the transitional region of the
present study, is the evolution of the shape of the nuclear potential along the U(5)
to SU(3) shape PT. For this equation (3.7) was used for NB=250, in order to stay far
from effects from the finite boson number (more informations on this later in this
Chapter), γ=0 and χ=-1.32 in order to stay on the U(5)-SU(3) leg of the symmetry
triangle and not include any effect due to increasing γ-softness. In Figure 3.3 the
energy potential surface is plotted for several ζ values, from 0 to 0.5, from U(5) to
SU(3) respectively. For ζ=0 only the spherical minimum is present. As ζ increases,
the deformed minimum appears. For ζ=0.47 the two minima degenerate. As
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Figure 3.2.: The energy potential surface obtained using the ECQF of the IBM [12]
for nuclei in the the three symmetries. The curves were calculated, using
equation (3.7), for NB=250, ζ, γ and χ according to the text for each
symmetry.
ζ increases more, the deformed minimum is getting the main contributor to the
shape of the nucleus and the spherical miminum disappears.
It is often formulated that the CP of the first order shape transition is at the
point where the degeneration of the two minima happens. So the degeneration of
the two minima can work as a good benchmark of the CP 1. So, as it is shown in
Figure 3.3, the CP along the U(5)-SU(3) leg of the symmetry triangle is at ζ=0.47
and χ=0. The calculations have been made for NB=250.
3.3 Phase Transition lines
From equation (3.3) is clear that ζ can work as a parameter defining how spherical
is a nucleus. Spherical nuclei are described by small ζ. As ζ increases the deformed
minimum on the potential appears and increasing against the spherical. The de-
formed minimum appears where ∂ 2E/∂ β2|β 6=0 = 0, for ζ∗, analytical expression in
1 The reader should notice that in a more correct description of the CP, it should be said that the
CP is at the point where the degeneration of the effect of the two minima happens.
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Figure 3.3.: Evolution of the energy potential surface near the first order CP. The
curves were calculated for NB=250, γ=0, χ=-1.32, using equation (3.7).
Ref. [24, 12]. The degeneration of the two minima occurs where the first derivative
of the Emin is discontinuous, for
ζcri t =
16NB
34NB − 27 (3.8)
and χ = −p7/2 [24, 12]. The ζcri t can also be considered to coincide with
ζ∗ [12, 20]. The spherical minimum disappears where E becomes flat at β=0,
∂ 2E/∂ β2|β=0 = 0, for
ζ∗∗ = 4NB
8NB +χ2 − 8 . (3.9)
The above conditions mark the region of shape/phase coexistence inside the IBM
symmetry triangle between two lines. The lines meet on the U(5)−O(6) leg of the
triangle at χ = 0 and
ζ= NB/(2NB − 2) (3.10)
[12], in the second order critical symmetry point. In Figure 3.4 the two lines are
plotted for NB = 250 and NB = 8. The potential of the nuclei placed on the right
side of the ζ∗∗ line inside the triangle, present only the deformed minimum, the
two minima coexist on the grayed area, they degenerate on the ζcri t , and only the
spherical minimum exists on the left of the grayed area.
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Figure 3.4.: The ζ∗∗, ζcri t and PT -lines in the IBM symmetry triangle, the calcula-
tions were made, using the code IBAR [42], for (a) NB = 250 and (b)
NB = 8.
3.3.1 Binding energy derivatives and the PT-line
As defined above the CP of the PT is where the first derivative of the Emin is dis-
continuous. Following the concept of the Ehrenfest classification [43] in Ref. [20]
derivatives of several observables were used to determine the CPs of the QSPT in a
finite-N system, over different and constant χ parameters. The most common used
observable is the R4/2 ratio [15, 20].
In this work the CP is determined by the second derivative of the binding
energy (BE) [20, 22]. The slope of the binding energy is the order parameter of
the many-body system. In the IBM-1 calculations for the binding energy the first-
order PT is known to show a second-order PT behavior. Even in the large boson
number limit.
In Figure 3.5a the binding energy over ζ for NB = 250 is plotted for several
χ parameters, the first and second derivatives are also plotted (Figure 3.5b and
3.5c). The calculations have been made with IBAR code which performs IBM-1
calculations [42].
For small boson numbers the binding energy does not show strongly the phase
transitional behavior. See Figures 3.5d-3.5f for NB = 8. The reason for this is that
the small number of bosons can not present features of a system in equilibrium.
For each boson number and χ parameter the maximum of the second deriva-
tive of the binding energy defines the location of the CP as a function of ζ:
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Figure 3.5.: The binding energy, the first and second derivatives for multiple χ pa-
rameters for (a-c) NB = 250 and (d-f) NB = 8. χ in steps of ≈0.1.
ζQSPT (NB,χ). These trajectories as a function of χ, for now on referred to as
phase-transition lines (PT-lines), are plotted for various boson numbers of interest
over the IBM symmetry triangle in Figure 3.6a.
As the NB increases the PT-line moves towards the U(5) vertex. For large boson
number (NB=250), the trajectory approaches the shape/phase coexistence region,
plotted inside the triangle by using equations (3.9), (3.8) and (3.10) (Figure 3.4a).
For small boson number, NB = 8, the trajectory inside the triangle is far from the
shape/phase coexistence region defined by the equations (Figure 3.4b). This differ-
ence also occurs because the IBAR calculations take in account the kinetic energy
of the nucleus, while equations (3.9), (3.8) and (3.10) do not.
It is shown that the phase-transitional region in the symmetry triangle
depends on NB. Nuclei with spherical shape will be placed on the left (to-
wards U(5)) of the corresponding PT-line according on the number of their
valance nucleons. Respectively, nuclei with deformed shape will be placed on
the right (towards SU(3)-O(6) leg) of the corresponding PT-line according on
the number of their valance nucleons. Nuclei near a QSPT region (like the
N = 90 isotones we study in this work) will be placed near the PT-line. One
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Figure 3.6.: (a) PT-lines for several boson numbers 5-12, 50 and 250. For increasing
boson number the PT-line moves towards the U(5)-O(6) leg of the trian-
gle, towards the ζde f and ζdeg lines. (b) The R4/2 contours. The crossing
of two contours, the R4/2=2.86 and the R0γ=1.38, is shown.
should expect that for an isotopic chain of nuclei, which evolves from spherical to
deformed shapes, the PT-line will be between the “last” spherical and the “first”
deformed nucleus.
In order to study the QSPT on the N = 90 region and specially on the cerium
chain, which is mainly under study in this work, a well developed method - used
for more than 20 years - of finding the position inside the IBM symmetry triangle
which can describe in the best way the experimental data for nuclei was used [44,
38, 45, 24, 31, 22]. This method, of placing the isotopes in the IBM symmetry
triangle 2, will be presented in the next Section.
3.4 Placement of isotopes in the IBM triangle
IBM-1 calculations for various ζ and χ parameters provide a lot of observables
along the triangle. Contours of those observables run the whole IBM symmetry
triangle. These contours together with the experimental data can be used for the
placement of isotopes in the triangle [44, 38, 45, 24, 31]. There are a lot of ex-
perimental observables which provides acumen into the nucleus shape. The basic
observables which are also experimentally most known are the low-spin yrast ener-
2 Described like that in a schematic way.
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gies, the energy of the first excited 0+ state, E(0+2 ), the energy of the quasi-2γ state,
E(2+γ ), the transition strengths and their ratios.
In Figures 3.6b and 3.7 the observables R4/2, B4/2 and the R0γ (see below) are
mapped in the IBM symmetry triangle after performing IBM-1 calculations with the
code IBAR for NB=8 and a mesh of ζ and χ values. The contours where determined
from parameter sets giving constant values for the observables.
For the R4/2 contours (Figure 3.6b), the region around U(5) gives values
close to the vibrational limit (R4/2=2). By increasing ζ, the values approach
the R4/2=3.33 near the SU(3) vertex. It is clear that with alone the R4/2 con-
tours the placement of the isotopes is not possible cause they trace lines inside the
triangle running “vertically”. Similar contours, cutting the triangle “vertically”, are
the observables E(O+2 )/E(2
+
1 ), E(2
+
γ )/E(2
+
1 ), which are presented in Ref. [45] and
B4/2, shown in Figure 3.7a.
In Ref. [45], the suggested observable,
R0γ =
E(0+2 )− E(2+γ )
E(2+1 )
, (3.11)
has a more “horizontal” trajectory (shown in Figure 3.7b). These contours are
sensitive to the relative movement of the 0+2 and 2
+
γ states. A nucleus with
E(0+2 )<E(2
+
γ ) is described by parameters near the bottom leg of the triangle (the
U(5)-SU(3) leg), whereas a nucleus with E(0+2 )>E(2
+
γ ) is described by parameters
near the top of the triangle (near O(6)). In this work the orthogonal crossing of
the two contours, the R4/2 and R0γ, was used in order to place the isotopes in the
IBM symmetry triangle.
3.5 The γappr.e f f . parameter
Once the nucleus is placed in the IBM symmetry triangle, and the ζ and χ coordi-
nates are defined, the IBM-1 calculation can provide a large number of observables,
like the B(E2) transition strengths. These observables can be used in order to gain
information for the shape of the nucleus.
The quadrupole shape invariants [46, 47, 48], introduced by Kumar are model
independent and direct observables related to the shape of a nucleus. The cubic
shape parameter K3, which derives from the q2 and q3 shape invariants, is related
to triaxiality. In Ref. [49] it was shown that K3 can be obtained with good accuracy,
K3 ≈ Kappr.3 , from only four B(E2) values. The approximate effective value of the γ
deformation (γappr.e f f . ) in the ground state is possible to derive from the K
appr.
3 . Note,
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Figure 3.7.: (a) B4/2 and (b) R0γ contours for NB=8.
that one talks of effective γ deformation, since the nucleus does not have a rigid
triaxiality.
The Kappr.3 derives from the equation:
Kappr.3 =
√√ 7
10
si gn(Q(2+1 ))
√√√B(E2;2+1 → 2+1 )
B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 )−2
Æ
B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 )B(E2;2+2 → 2+1 )
B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 )

,
(3.12)
where B(E2;2+1 → 2+1 ) is given from the quadrupole moment Q(2+1 ),
B(E2;2+1 → 2+1 ) = 3532piQ(2
+
1 )
2. (3.13)
The γappr.e f f . derives from
Kappr.3 = − cos(3γappr.e f f . ). (3.14)
The differences between the exact γe f f . and the approximate γ
appr.
e f f . were shown
not to excite the 2.5o [49] for NB=10 and any ζ, χ combination. One should expect
the case to be the same for NB=7-12.
The interested reader can read more about the quadrupole shape invariants
and the shape parameters in the references given above. In the present work the
Eqs. 3.12 and 3.14 will be used in Chapter 7 for the calculation of the γappr.e f f . of
nuclei near the N=88-90 QSPT.
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4 Experimental techniques of lifetime
measurements
In this short Chapter the reader will be introduced to fast timing techniques. The
basics of fast electronic timing measurements will be described here. For more
details the reader can refer to the references given in the text.
4.1 Lifetime techniques
There are several fast timing techniques which can be used for the measurement
of a lifetime of a state of an exited isotope. One has to consider the time range
of the lifetime to be measured and the way to populate the state of interest in or-
der to choose the appropriate technique. Lifetimes in the micro- and nanosecond
range are generally measured with delayed coincidence techniques using planar
germanium detectors [50] and the lifetime is extracted with the slope method
[51, 52]. For lifetimes in the pico- and femtosecond range several techniques
have been developed. For lifetimes in the picosecond region the Generalized Cen-
troid Difference Method (GCDM) was developed [53], based on the centroid shift
method [54]. Both the slope method and the GCDM are based on coincidence
measurements where the timing information is obtained from γ-γ delayed coin-
cidence between fast timing detectors. Not only γ-γ delayed coincidence can be
used, different coincidences can be used, for example β-γ using a β-detector [55].
The time-resolution of the individual detectors is limiting the capabilities of the ex-
perimental setup. Using the LaBr3 scintillators’ excellent time-resolution, lifetimes
down to the picosecond range can be measured.
In Figure 4.1a a level scheme is plotted. Each one of the states is noted with
its life time (τ1,τ2 etc.). The γ rays emitted during the de-excitation of the nucleus
are also noted (γ1,γ2 etc.). Nuclei in excited states decay following the exponential
decay equation
N(t)
No
= e−λ·t , (4.1)
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with
λ=
1
τ
, λ=
ln(2)
t1/2
, (4.2)
where N(t) the number of exited nuclei, No the number of the exited nuclei at
to = 0, λ the decay constant, τ the mean lifetime and t1/2 the half-life.
In order to measure the lifetime of a state (for example τ1), using either the
slope method or the GCDM, the time difference (∆t) between the γ ray (γ2) feed-
ing the state and the γ ray (γ1) decaying from it has to be measured. The two γ rays
have to be recorded in the fast-response detectors of the experimental setup and
the signals to be fed to a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) module. In Figure 4.1b
the arrangement of a simple fast-timing setup of only two detectors is shown. The
γ rays interact with the detector; the photons produced in the scintillator strike the
photosensitive surface of the photomultiplier, the photocathode, causing it to emit
photoelectrons; the photoelectrons are focused electrostatistically onto the first of
a series of dynodes. The dynode emits more electrons than receives thus amplify-
ing the signal; the amplified signal is collected at the anode and passes out to the
measurement circuits [56].
Through the multiple dynodes the photoelectrons are multiplied and the sig-
nal, after an amplification, is large enough to be measured by the analog-to-digital
converted (ADC) and then stored in order to provide the energy information. In
order to measure the time of the hit, a synchronous signal to the signal on the first
dynode is fed in a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) and send it to the TAC to
provide the start/stop signal. The signal on the stop branch is delayed before fed in
the TAC. A general and simple description of these basics modules (photomultiplier,
CFD) is given in Ref. [56].
The time-difference spectrum, also called “time-spectrum”, provided by the
TAC contains the time distribution D(t) and is the convolution of a prompt time-
distribution, P(t), and an exponential decay with decay constant λ,
D(t) = nλ
∫ t
−∞
P(t ′ − to)e−λ(t−t′)d t ′, (4.3)
where n is the total number of detected γ-γ events and to is the centroid of the
P(t) (see below the definition of the “centroid”). The shape of the prompt time-
distribution is shown in Figure 4.2a with red. In the same Figure a typical time-
difference spectrum is shown in blue for a long (in the few-nanoseconds region)
lifetime. A slope appears on one side of the spectrum corresponding to the lifetime
[51, 52] due to the exponential decay law. In slope method this slope is fitted and
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Figure 4.1.: (a) Simple level scheme. (b) A simple case of a fast-timing experimental
setup of just two detectors.
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Figure 4.2.: (a) Prompt time-distribution (red curve) and typical time distribution
for long (in the region on ns) lifetimes (blue curve). (b) The two time-
distribution spectra. Two time spectra can be produced depending on
whether the decay gamma is providing the start (with the correspond-
ing centroid, Cstar t ) or stop (with the corresponding centroid, Cstop)
signal (whether the feeder-gamma is providing the stop or start signal
respectively).
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the lifetime derives. For short lifetimes this slope can not be separated from the
prompt time distribution due to the time resolution of the spectrum.
Two time spectra can be produced, by the TAC, depending on whether the
decay gamma is providing the start or stop signal (whether the feeder-gamma is
providing the stop or start signal respectively). The two spectra are called dela yed
and anti − dela yed, respectively. In Figure 4.2b the two time-distribution spectra
are shown. The spectra presented corresponds to a short lifetime (in the picosecond
range), which is the reason for the prompt shape.
For the time distributions of the Figure 4.2b the “center of gravity” [57], cen-
troid, can be found. In the start spectrum the centroid (Cstar t) is shifted to smaller
times by one lifetime, while in the stop spectrum the centroid (Cstop) is shifted to
larger times. This shift is used by GCDM to extract the lifetime by
∆C = Cstop − Cstar t = PRD+ 2τ, (4.4)
where ∆C the centroid difference, PRD is the prompt response difference and τ
the lifetime [53].
The PRD (formula 4.5) is one of the key features of the fast-timing technique.
In particular, the PRD curve of the fast-timing setup, which reflect the different
time that the setup requires to record gammas with different energies [58] (the
so-called “time walk”). A typical-shaped PRD curve is given in Chapter 5 in Figure
5.7, the calibration procedure is also described.
PRD = PRD(E f eeder − Edeca y) = PRD(E f eeder)− PRD(Edeca y) (4.5)
The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) [56] of the prompt time-distribution
does not represent directly the time-limitations of the fast-timing setup, it indicates
the method that is needed to be used for each lifetime range. For lifetimes longer
than the FWHM the slope method can be used. For lifetimes shorter than the
FWHM the GCDM can be used.
The contributions on the FWHM of the prompt time-distribution are the fol-
lowing. Not all of the γ interact in the same location inside the crystal causing a
constant time-spread (time-jitter). In addition to the time-jitter is included the dif-
ferent time-of-flight of the photons before hitting the photocathode; not all of them
reflects the same times in the reflecting coating of the detector [59]. The reflecting
coating is placed around the crystal to maximize the amount of the produced light
hitting the photocathode. The FWHM also depends on the energy of the γ ray, and
this because the different energy transfer from the radiation to the optical level of
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the scintillator, the scintillation light conversion efficiency of he photocathode and
the photoelectron gain variance of the photomultiplier [59, 53].
In the next chapter (Chapter 5), where the experimental setup will be de-
scribed, the fast-timing properties of the setup used will be presented.
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5 EXILL&FATIMA setup and
calibration
In this chapter the experimental setup of the EXILL&FATIMA campaign will be pre-
sented. For more details the reader can refer to the references given in the text.
5.1 Setup
Fission data were collected in this campaign including the neutron-rich 148Ce iso-
tope of interest. The EXILL&FATIMA campaign took place at the high-flux reactor
at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. Cold neutrons from the
reactor were used to induce fission of 235U and 241Pu [60, 61]. The duration of this
campaign was in total 23 days, as part of the EXILL campaign which lasted 100
days [62].
5.1.1 Reactor
The ILL research reactor has the most intense continuous neutron flux in the world.
The flux in the reactor is approximately 1.5·1015n/cm2· s. There is a large number
of neutron guides for transferring the neutrons from the reactor several meters
away to the experimental areas. The most intense-one is the ballistic super mirror
guide H113 [63, 64] feeding the cold-neutron beam-facility PF1B [62] (see Figure
5.1), in which the EXILL&FATIMA campaign was performed.
The neutron flux at the target position during the campaign was approximately
9·107n/cm2· s. The beam profile was shaped by a dedicated collimation system in
a 14-mm-diameter cycle at the target position, see Figure 5.2 which was adapted
from Ref. [62]. This collimation system consisted of a sequence of circular aper-
tures. Two 1-cm thick B4C ceramic apertures each mounted on a 5-cm thick lead
aperture (for the absorption of the gammas emitted from boron) followed by three
5-mm thick 6LiF ceramic apertures each mounted on a 3-cm thick borated polyethy-
lene and 5-cm thick lead aperture. They were placed downstream the neutron
beam direction in a total length of 4 m. The collimation system was place behind
the neutron guide and before the target chamber.
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Figure 5.1.: Layout of the neutrons guides of the reactor of the ILL. The PF1B exper-
imental zone, where the EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer was placed, and
the neutron guide providing the neutrons to the setup are indicated
with red. The rest of the neutron guides are shown with green.
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Figure 5.2.: Neutron beam profile measured in target position with film containing
6Li. The orange/red color shows the profile of the beam. Adapted from
Ref. [62].
For the experiment’s needs the target chamber should have had low gamma
absorption and low gamma scattering properties. The chamber should also not
generate high gamma-background and the procedure of changing the target should
be easy. In the case of the radio-toxic 241Pu target the chamber should secure the
area for any leak. For this, two configurations of the target chamber were used,
one for the 235U target and one for the 241Pu target.
In the first case the target was placed in an aluminum chamber, held in a teflon
bag fixed via teflon wires to a small metal frame (Figure 5.3, lower). The radio-
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toxic 241Pu target was first placed in an second inner target chamber (plotted with
green in Figure 5.3, upper) which was sealed and vacuum pumped in ILL’s alpha
activity laboratory. In this case the neutron beam had to enter and exit the chamber
through 200-µm thick zirconium windows. The outer chamber, the collimation sys-
tem and the beam dump-pipe were filled with helium gas at a pressure of 50 mbar
which was monitored during the experiment. The target chamber was followed by
a 1-m long beam dump-pipe ending with a 5-mm thick 6LiF ceramic.
Figure 5.3.: The two configurations of the target chamber. Upper for the radio-
toxic 241Pu target, lower for the 235U target. Adapted from Ref. [62].
The uranium fission-target, consisted of 0.8 mg 235UO2 (0.675 mg
235U) tightly
sandwiched between two 25-µm-thick Be backings, was irradiated for 13 days.
The plutonium target, which was as well sandwiched between two 25-µm-thick Be
backings, was irradiated for 10 days. The 241Pu amount was 0.3 mg [62].
A precise description of the neutron beam profile and flux, the collimation
system, the targets’ chambers and the targets can be found in Ref. [62].
All fission fragments were stopped within ∼ 1 ps by the thick backing of the
targets. More than 100 different isotopes were produced from the fission, including
isotopes in the vicinity of N=90.
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Figure 5.4.: The EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer. In (a) the marker A shows an EX-
OGAM Clover detector, B shows a LaBr3 detector and the star shows
the position of the target. (a) Taken from Ref. [71] and (b) adapted
from Ref. [62].
5.1.2 Spectrometer
In order to measure the lifetimes of interest the nucleus was selected among all
deferent fission fragments and the feeding and decaying gamma-rays of the state
of interest provided the time information. The prompt γ-rays from the fission frag-
ments were detected using a hybrid array of High-Purity Germanium (Ge) and
Ce-doped Lanthanum bromide (LaBr3) detectors, the EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer
[65, 66], see Figure 5.4. The excellent energy resolution of the Ge detectors was
used in order to isolate from the data the nucleus of interest by gating on a gamma-
ray of its cascade. On the other hand, the excellent time performance of the LaBr3
detectors allowed the measurement of lifetimes in the order of some ps. In Figure
5.5 the energy efficiency of the two arrays used are presented. The supreme energy
resolution of the Ge detectors can be seen.
The EXILL array was composed of 8 BGO-shielded EXOGAM Clover detectors
[62, 67, 68, 69], each one consisting of 4 Ge crystals. The target-to-detector dis-
tance was 14.5 cm. The array was placed at 90◦ relative to the beam direction,
in a ring arrangement. This allowed precise energy gates to be set on a γ ray
of the cascade of interest and, hence, the nuclei of interest. The BGO (Bismuth
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Figure 5.5.: The full-energy efficiency curves for the FATIMA array (red), the EXILL
array without (black) and with (blue) the add-back option.
germanate)-shields were used in order to suppress the “Compton background” on
the Ge detectors.
In energy spectra the term “Compton background” refer to the signals origi-
nating from γ rays which did not deposit their whole energy in the detector [56].
After Compton scattering the photon can escape the detector. In this case the hit
will be registered as a hit of a lower energy γ ray, contributing to a continuous
background. If the rest of the energy is deposited in a Ge detector belonging to
the same clover the reconstruction of the full-energy of the γ ray is possible. It is
also possible the escaping photon, after a Compton interaction, to be detected in
the BGO shield. By rejecting all hits in coincidence with the BGO the Compton
background can be suppressed. Of course the environmental background can also
be detected from the BGO shield. Therefore, it is needed to discriminate the hits
originating from the environmental background from the escaped photons. An in-
dividual energy threshold per BGO shield can be set below which all signals from
the clover detector (shielded by the specific BGO) in coincidence are rejected.
FATIMA consisted of 16 (5% Ce-doped) LaBr3 detectors arranged in two rings,
at 40◦ and 140◦ relative to the beam direction. Since the FATIMA efficiency was
crucial for the experiment, the detectors were placed as close as possible to the
target, at 8.5 cm, almost touching each other. The LaBr3 crystals differed only
slightly in their length, 8 of them were 1.5 in. longe, while the other 8 were 2 in.
long.
To achieve a high timing performance the crystals were connected with the
Hamamatsu R9779 photomultiplier tube (PMT) for its excellent energy and timing
performance. The time information was provided by the LaBr3 detectors through
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an analogue electronic “fast-timing” circuit (Figure 5.6). The time signal from the
first dynode of the PMT was fed to a constant fraction discriminator (CFD), from
there to a system of multiple multi-channel logic fan-in/fan-out (FAN) modules
connected with N-1 time-to-amplitude converters (TAC), where N=16 is the num-
ber of the LaBr3 detectors used. As it is illustrated in Figure 5.6, TACi, j could be
started only by detector i and stopped by detector j 3 [i+1,N]. With this principle
it was possible to know which of the gamma-rays providing the time signals to the
TAC was providing the start and which the stop signal. This is very essential in the
fast timing techniques where the lifetime of the state derives from the delayed and
the anti-delayed time spectra, see chapter 4.
A complete description of the analogue electronic “fast-timing” circuit can be
found in Ref. [70]. A full description of the EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer can be
found in Ref. [65].
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Figure 5.6.: The analogue electronic “fast-timing” circuit. Adapted from Ref. [70].
5.2 Calibration of the spectrometer
To measure short lifetimes, shorter than the time-resolution of the LaBr3 detectors’
used, the calibration of the timing response of the setup it is of great importance.
As explained in chapter 4, the PRD represents the linearly combined γ − γ time-
walk characteristics of two detector timing systems. Any γ − γ cascade of known
lifetimes can be used to calibrate the PRD curve (PRD(Eγ)). For the FATIMA the
experimental (mean) PRD was obtained after the superposition of N(N-1) aligned
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TACi, j time-spectra from all LaBr3 detector combinations. All time-spectra were
aligned using constant-shift values (shifti, j). Those were derived by aligning the
stop signal from a specific γ − γ cascade to all LaBr3 i, j combinations. A 152Eu
γ-ray source provided more than 20 cascades for the PRD calibration of the energy
region of 40 keV<Eγ<1300 keV. Additionally the decay of
49Ti, produced from the
neutron-capture reaction 48Ti(nth,γ)
49Ti, provided data for the energy region 137
keV<Eγ<6800 keV. The europium source was placed in the center of the array for
both the energy and PRD curve calibrations. The titanium target was placed in the
target position and irradiated with cold neutrons from the reactor. The reference
energy (Ere f ) (see Ref. [58]) of the PRD curve was chosen to be the 344 keV γ-ray
from the 2+1 → 0+gs transition of 152Gd. The PRD of the FATIMA array is shown in
Figure 5.7 together with the fitted curve using the equation
PRD(Eγ) =
aÆ
Eγ + b
+ cEγ + dE
2
γ + e. (5.1)
As can be seen the curve meets zero on the Ere f =344 keV. The PRD for all energy
combinations can be calculated with the equation
PRD(E1 − E2) = PRD(E1)− PRD(E2), (5.2)
where E1 and E2 can be E f eeder and Edeca y the energy of the feeding and the decay-
ing γ-rays of the state of interest, respectively.
Another important feature of the fast timing setup is the time resolution of
the setup, e.g. the FWHM of the time response of the detectors. This can be seen
in the time-difference spectra from prompt γ rays. The FWHM is dependent on
the γ-ray energy of both the feeding and the decaying transitions, the ones which
are providing the start and stop signals to the TAC. In Ref. [65] the FWHM for
the the energies combination 40 keV-444 keV is reported to be FWHM40−444=820
(8) ps. Additionally it is reported that FWHM3026−3733=272 (3) ps. Figure 5.8 was
adapted from Ref. [65] and presents the FHWM of the time spectra over the smaller
energy of the two γ rays of the γ − γ cascade. As it was explained in chapter 4,
for lifetimes longer than the time resolution of the setup the slope method is used
and for lifetimes shorter than the time resolution of the setup the GCDM is used. A
detailed description of the PRD calibration procedure is given in Refs. [72, 71].
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Figure 5.8.: Time resolution of the FATIMA array. The FWHM is dependent on the
γ-ray energy of both γ-rays providing the start and stop signals. The
energy of the data points corresponds to the smaller energy of the two
γ rays. Adapted from Ref. [65].
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6 Data analysis
In this Chapter the analysis of the experimental data will be presented. The reader
will not be introduced to the fundamental principals of γ-spectroscopy and the
coincidence method since this is not the purpose of this Doctoral thesis. The reader
can refer to Ref. [56] and to the references given in Chapter 4.
6.1 SOCOv2 Code
The huge number of isotopes produced by fission enforced the usage of multiple
coincidences to choose the isotopes of interest. Ge-LaBr3-LaBr3 coincidences were
used to select the cascade of interest and derive the time information. Because of
the low energy resolution of the LaBr3 detectors, the purity of the LaBr3 energy
gate-conditions had to be verified. For this Ge-Ge, Ge-Ge-Ge and Ge-LaBr3-Ge co-
incidences were obtained. For this multi-gate analysis a C++ software package,
the code “SOCOv2” [73], has been created by the Institute of Nuclear Physics of
Cologne for the analysis of the trigger-less list-mode data. In the rest of this Chapter
the “gate” or “gate-condition” will refer to conditions applied to the data in order
to select specific signals in coincidence.
Here the steps of the data management using the code SOCOv2 will be pre-
sented. A precise description can be found in Ref. [73] and in the manual of the
code. The trigger-less data stream collected from the experiment is pre-sorted into
events. The event building procedure allows the selection of many requirements.
One can choose the number of hits considered as coincidence, the type of detectors
recording the hits (only Ge, only LaBr3 or any mixture, like Ge-LaBr3-LaBr3 coin-
cidences), the coincidence time-window size, the usage of “add-back” on the Ge
hits and using the hits on the BGO detectors as anti-coincidence. An example of
the command used for the event-building and the files requiring and specifying all
above is presented in Appendix B.
All possible options provided by the code allow to check different parameters
for the analysis of the data and find the appropriate ones depending on the ex-
periment. For the EXILL&FATIMA data and especially for the selection of 148Ce, a
time-window of 200 ns (typical time resolution of the Ge detectors) was selected
in order to not lose any statistic on the Ge energy gate-condition set on the data
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to select the cascade of interest. No background-correction analysis on this time-
window selection was performed. To measure lifetimes in the order of some ns or ps
the feeder/populating and decaying γ-rays had to be recored in the fast-responding
LaBr3 detectors, additionally the cascade of interest had to be selected by setting
a energy gate-condition on the high energy-resolution Ge detectors. For this in
the event-building the Ge-LaBr3-LaBr3 coincidences were selected. Because of the
low energy-resolution of the LaBr3 detectors the set energy gate-conditions had to
verified to be free of any contaminations, like energy peaks near the desired ones
(feeder and decaying γ-rays of the state of interest). The same gate-conditions had
to be checked for the Ge detectors. For this the data were additionally event-build
choosing Ge-Ge-LaBr3 coincidences.
To select the energy gate-conditions which will allow the lifetime measure-
ment, gated coincidence energy spectra were generated using the code SOCOv2.
During the generation of the gated coincidence energy spectra using the code SO-
COv2 there are a lot of options which can be enabled. The reconstruction of the
full energy of a γ ray escaping the crystal after a Compton interaction [56] is pos-
sible, when the escaping γ ray is detected by a Ge detector in the same clover. In
code SOCOv2 this is enabled with the so-called “add-back” option. In this way
the Compton background [56] is reduced and the volume of the full energy peak
increases. By enabling the “BGO-shield” option the coincidence event is being re-
jected, if the escaping photon, after a Compton interaction, has been detected in
the BGO shield. In this way the Compton background is suppressed.
The “Compton background” of the LaBr3 detectors is suppressed by the “ex-
clude” option. With this option neighboring LaBr3 detectors are excluded during
the generation of the gated coincidence energy spectra. In order to get the LaBr3-
LaBr3 coincidences the constant-shift values (shifti, j) is used for the alignment of
the TACs (see Chapter 5.2 and Ref. [73]). Examples of the command used for the
generation of the gated coincidence energy spectra and the files needed are given
in Appendix B.
After specifying the proper energy gate-conditions and verifying that they do
not include contributions which will effect the lifetime measurement, with the help
of the gated coincidence energy spectra, the fast-timing matrices can be build. This
matrices includes the time-difference spectra between LaBr3-LaBr3 hits. Again the
number and the type of detectors used can be chosen. For the EXILL&FATIMA data
and specially for the selection of 148Ce, one energy gate-condition was selected
in the Ge detectors in order to select the isotope of interest. As in the case of
the generation of the gated coincidence energy spectra, the “add-back” option, the
BGO’s threshold option, the exclusion neighboring LaBr3 detectors coincidences
option and applying the shifti, j values for the alignment of the TACs option could
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be used. In Appendix B are given examples of the command used for the generation
of the fast-timing matrices and the files needed.
The code, in order to calculate the fast-timing matrices, requires the energy
gate-condition for one of the two LaBr3 hits. By using the assumption that a TACi
can only be started by LaBri and stopped by LaBr j , with j>i, the code can dis-
tinguish whether the specific hit provided the start or stop signal to the TAC and
increments the right matrix respectively. The start-matrix in Figure 6.1 is created by
the condition that the specified, through the energy gate-condition, γ ray is the one
providing the start signal to the TAC fired. The energy of the γ ray which provides
the stop signal is given by one of the matrix’s dimensions. The other two dimen-
sions are the time-difference, given by the TAC fired, and the counts. Respectively,
in the stop-matrix the specified, through the energy gate-condition, γ ray is the one
providing the stop signal.
In Figure 6.1c the energy projection of the stop-matrix (Figure 6.1b) is shown.
By setting an energy gate-condition the resulting time-difference spectrum can be
generated (Figure 6.1d). In the case that the energy gated-condition to create
the fast-timing matrix is the energy of the γ ray feeding the state of interest and
the set energy gate-condition on the stop(start)-matrix is the energy of the decay
γ ray of the state of interest, the time-difference spectrum is the (anti-)delayed
time-difference spectrum, defined in Chapter 4.
As explained in Chapter 4, if the lifetime of the state is in the order of some
ns then a slope appears in the time-spectrum corresponding to the lifetime (slope
method). If the lifetime is in the ps range, it can be measured using the centroids of
the two time-difference spectra (GCDM). In the case of the lifetime of the 2+1 state
of 148Ce the slope method was used. In the case of the ps range lifetime of the 4+1
state of 148Ce the GCDM was used. The analysis of the data from the fission of 235U
(from which the 148Ce was highly produced) is presented below (sections 6.2 and
6.3).
6.2 2+1 lifetime using the slope method
To derive the lifetime of the 2+1 state of
148Ce, in the order of ns, the slope method
[51, 52] was used. The procedure described above was followed. The two γ-
rays providing the time information were originating from the 4+1 state decaying to
the 2+1 state with an energy of 295.07 (9) keV [10] (for simplicity in this section
refereed to as the feeding γ-ray) and the 2+1 state decaying on the ground state
with an energy of 158.468 (5) keV [10] (for simplicity in this section refereed to
as the decaying γ-ray). The level scheme of 148Ce is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1.: The fast-timing matrices gated on the 386 keV in the Ge detectors and
on 158 keV in LaBr3 detectors. (a) Start- and (b) stop-matrix. (c) En-
ergy projection of the stop-matrix. The blue spectrum corresponds to
the LaBr3 spectrum, while the green one corresponds to the Ge spec-
trum obtained by applying the same gate conditions in the Ge-LaBr3-Ge
sorted data in order to verify the purity of the gates. (d) Time-difference
spectrum resulting from the cut on the 295 keV peak (energy channels
290 - 300 keV). The start signal to the TAC was provided by the 295 keV
γ-ray and the stop by the 158 keV γ-ray.
In order to pre-select the isotope of interest an energy gate , S1, was set on
the 6+1 → 4+1 transition in the EXILL Ge detectors. The widths of the gate - the
ranges of the gate-conditions - for all gate conditions applied are shown in Table
6.1. The resulting Ge and LaBr3 spectra are shown in Figure 6.3a. Both peaks
(at 158 keV and 295 keV) corresponding to the feeding and decaying γ-rays, are
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Figure 6.2.: Partial level scheme of 148Ce [10].
clearly seen in both the Ge and the LaBr3 spectra. Both of the peaks are clean of
any contamination.
The start and stop fast-timing matrices (Figures 6.1a and 6.1b) were produced
by applying an additional energy gate-condition, A (shown in Figure 6.3a), on the
2+1 → 0+1 transition.
To obtain the time-difference spectra between the 4+1 → 2+1 and 2+1 → 0+1 γ-
rays, a second energy gate-condition, B (shown in Figure 6.3a), was set on the
respective peaks in the FATIMA LaBr3 detectors. The gate-condition in the LaBr3
detectors were verified to be clean of any other contaminations by applying the
same energy gates in the Ge-LaBr3-Ge sorted data. In Figure 6.1c the purity of the
gate-condition B in the LaBr3 detectors can be seen in the Ge spectrum obtained
for same gate-conditions applied in the Ge-LaBr3-Ge sorted data.
The two time-difference spectra are shown in Figure 6.4. The black curve
(start) corresponds to the condition that the 295 keV γ-ray of the 4+1 → 2+1 transi-
tion was recorded as start signal to the TAC (delayed time spectrum). The red one
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Figure 6.3.: (a) Energy spectra from the EXILL&FATIMA array gated on the 6+1 → 4+1
transition of 148Ce in EXILL, Ge (green) and LaBr3 (blue). The gates in
FATIMA detectors are marked with light gray. (b) The individual de-
layed time spectra for the subtraction of the time background.
(stop) is the anti-delayed spectrum, which corresponds to the condition that the
295 keV γ-ray of the 4+1 → 2+1 transition was recorded as the stop signal to the TAC.
Both spectra show a slope on one of their sides (in the larger times for the delayed
spectrum and in the smaller times for the anti-delayed spectrum).
Using the slope method the lifetime of the 2+1 state of
148Ce was measured
from both spectra. The error-weighted average value from the two spectra for
the lifetime is τ2+1 = 1.466 (50) ns. The individual values from each spectrum are
1.491 (67) ns from the delayed spectrum and 1.433 (75) ns from the anti-delayed
spectrum. The fit regions of the slope containing the lifetime information were
selected by fitting the slope over small time intervals of ∼ 1 ns and defining the
region where the slope was stable.
6.2.1 Background-subtracted time spectra
The reader should notice that there wasn’t any kind of manipulation of the data
up to this point. Any contributions in the time-spectrum, in the slope region, was
assumed to be not of importance or affecting the slope in the spectra. In reality,
as it can be seen in Figures 6.1c and 6.3a the energy spectra contain the typical
Compton contribution [56].
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Figure 6.4.: The two un-manipulated time-difference spectra are shown, delayed
and anti-delayed, for the life-time of the 2+1 state of
148Ce. The energy
gate-conditions are given for each spectrum.
The energy gate-conditions performed include γ-rays from the background,
e.g. Compton-events from higher-lying transitions. If the state, of which the Comp-
ton γ-rays originates from, has a long lifetime (in the ns region), then this event
will contribute to the slope region of the time spectrum. If the lifetime is short
(in the ps region) then the event will contribute to the prompt region of the time
spectrum.
In order to subtract these contributions, the method from Ref. [52] was used
and additional energy gate-conditions (background gates), A′ and B′, were de-
fined (see Figure 6.3a) in the background-region of the peaks of the LaBr3 spectra
and the time-difference spectra generated following the coincidence logic AB-AB′-
A′B+A′B′. The individuals spectra are shown in Figure 6.3b.
In figure 6.5 the resulting background-subtracted time-difference spectra are
shown, delayed and anti-delayed. The lifetime was measured to be τsub
2+1
= 1.430
(83) ns 1. The error includes the statistical error and the systematic error. The
systematic error was checked by changing the position of the background gates, to
A′′ and B′′ (see Table 6.1), and the fit region. The measured lifetime is in agreement
1 The “sub” notation stands for the background-subtracted time spectra used.
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Figure 6.5.: The background-subtracted time-difference spectra, delayed and anti-
delayed, for the life-time of the 2+1 state of
148Ce are shown. The gate-
conditions performed are also given. The fitted slopes are shown in
blue. The gated cascade is shown in Figure 6.2.
with the literature value of 1.457 (87) ns [74], giving confidence to the method
of handling the background. The lifetime is also in agreement (within the error-
bars) with the one measured by the un-manipulated data. This shows that any
contribution to the time spectrum was not placed on the region of the slope. For
comparison, the two delayed time spectra together with the fit region of the slope
are shown in Figure 6.6.
6.3 4+1 lifetime using the Generalized Centroid Difference method
For the 4+1 state the GCDM was used to determine the lifetime (in the picosecond
range). The energy gate-condition, S2, in the EXILL Ge detectors was set to the
2+1 → 0+1 transition of 148Ce at 158.468 (5) keV [10] for the pre-selection of the
isotope of interest. The two γ-rays providing the time information were the one
originating from the 6+1 state decaying to the 4
+
1 state with the energy 386.15 (20)
keV [10] (for simplicity in this section refereed to as feeding γ-ray) and the one
originating from the 4+1 state decaying to the 2
+
1 state with the energy 295.07 (9)
keV [10] (for simplicity in this section refereed to as decaying γ-ray). The widths
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Figure 6.6.: Comparison of the un-manipulated (black) and background-corrected
(red) delayed time spectra for the life-time of the 2+1 state of
148Ce. The
region of fit is shown and the lifetimes measured are given.
Table 6.1.: Width of the gate-conditions for all gate-conditions applied.
gate transition width of gate-condition (keV)
S1 6+1 → 4+1 383-388
A 2+1 → 0+1 153-163
A′ background 180-190
A′′ background 185-195
B 4+1 → 2+1 290-300
B′ background 311-321
B′′ background 335-345
S2 2+1 → 0+1 155-160
A1 4
+
1 → 2+1 290-300
A′1 background 318-328
A′′1 background 323-333
B1 6
+
1 → 4+1 381-391
B′1 background 409-419
B′′1 background 414-424
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of the gate-conditions - the ranges of the gate-conditions - for all gate-conditions
applied are shown in Table 6.1.
The gate-conditions applied to the LaBr3 detectors, for the time-information,
were verified to be clean of any contribution by producing the Ge spectrum by
applying the same gate conditions on the Ge-LaBr3-Ge sorted data. The energy
spectra were produced by applying the S2 gate-condition on the Ge detectors and
the A1 gate-condition at the decaying γ-ray peak on the LaBr3 detectors. The two
Ge spectra produced are shown in Figure 6.7. The Figure 6.7a shows that the
feeding γ-ray peak (at 386.15 (20) keV) on the LaBr3 spectrum is clean of any
contributions. Respectively, by exchanging the feeding and the decaying γ-rays on
the gate-conditions presented before, the purity of the decaying γ-ray peak on the
LaBr3 spectrum was verified, see Figure 6.7b. The gate-condition at the decaying
γ-ray peak is noted here as B1.
The start and stop fast-timing matrices (Figures 6.8a and 6.8b) were produced
by applying, additionally to the S2 gate-condition, the energy gate-condition, A1.
To obtain the time-difference spectra feeding and decaying γ-rays, the second en-
ergy gate-condition, B1, was set in the FATIMA LaBr3 detectors.
The two time-difference spectra are shown in Figure 6.9. The black curve
(A1B1 delayed, the notation correspond to the gete-conditions applied) corresponds
to the condition that the 295 keV γ-ray of the 4+1 → 2+1 transition was recorded in
as stop signal to the TAC, delayed time spectrum. The blue one (A1B1 anti-delayed)
is the anti-delayed spectrum, which corresponds to the condition that the 295 keV
γ-ray of the 4+1 → 2+1 transition was recorded in as start signal to the TAC. Both
spectra show the typical prompt shape (see Chapter 4).
The delayed spectrum is shifted to larger times, while the anti-delayed to
smaller times. The centroid shift measured to be ∆C=66 (3) ps. One can no-
tice in Figures 6.7a and 6.7b the Compton-background [56] under both full-energy
peaks of the feeding and the decaying γ-rays. This background contribute in the
time spectrum. In order to remove this contribution two techniques were used and
compared.
6.3.1 Interpolation of the time-background
As it can be seen in Figure 6.10 the full-energy peak of the feeding γ-ray is located
on the Compton-edge [56] of the Compton-background. The exact location is not
known (in the start, middle or end of the Compton-edge). All these three back-
ground shapes are possible and any shapes between them. The contribution of the
background in the time spectrum on the location of the full-energy peak can be
found by the interpolation of the timing of the Compton background [65]. The
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Figure 6.7.: Ge and LaBr3 spectra for the verification of the purity of the energy
gate conditions set on the LaBr3 detectors for the life-time of the 4+1
state of 148Ce. (a) For the 6+1 → 4+1 transition γ-ray at 386.15 (20) keV
peak and (b) for the 4+1 → 2+1 transition γ-ray at 295.07 (9) keV. The
energy gate conditions applied are also shown.
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Figure 6.8.: The fast-timing matrices gated on the 158 keV (2+1 → 0+1 transition) in
the Ge and on 295 keV (4+1 → 2+1 transition) in the LaBr3 detectors for
the life-time of the 4+1 state of
148Ce. (a) Start- and (b) stop-matrix.
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Figure 6.9.: The two time-difference spectra for the lifetime of the 4+1 state of
148Ce.
The energy gate-conditions are given for each spectrum.
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Figure 6.10.: In the figure three possible cases of the background under the full-
energy peak of the 386 keV γ-ray of the 6+1 → 4+1 transition are shown.
The real background is not known.
same treatment was followed in all publications of the EXILL&FATIMA campaign
for lifetimes in the ps region [75, 71, 76, 77, 78].
With this time background correction the ∆C in equation (4.4) has to be cor-
rected by a correction factor (tcor). It will be
∆C =∆Cexp + tcor = PRD+ 2τ, (6.1)
where
tcor =
tcor(E f eeder) + tcor(Edeca y)
2
, (6.2)
with
tcor(E f /d) =
∆Cexp −∆C f /dBG
P/B(E f /d)
, (6.3)
where ∆C f /d)BG is the interpolated background timing in the location of the full-
energy peak (feeder or decay) and P/B is the peak-to-background ratio [56] of the
full-energy peak (feeder or decay). The tcor contains the correction of the time
background under both the feeding and the decaying γ-rays.
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In Figure 6.11a the centroid-difference spectrum is plotted together with the
Ge and LaBr3 spectra. The centroid-difference spectrum is the spectrum of the
centroid differences of the time spectra (start and stop) produced by applying the
Ge gate-condition on the decay of the 2+1 → 0+1 transition of 148Ce at 158.468 (5)
keV, applying one LaBr3 energy gate-condition on the decaying γ-ray and altering
the second LaBr3 energy gate-condition for the whole spectrum. The start spectrum
was the one produced by the decaying γ-ray providing the start signal to the TAC
and respectively the stop spectrum was produced by the decaying γ-ray providing
the stop signal.
One can see that the centroid-difference values oscillates. The ∆CBG in the
location of the full-energy peak of the feeder γ-ray was interpolated by background
regions of the centroid-difference spectrum. Regions which didn’t show any con-
tribution from peaks. These regions are marked by black cycles. The centroid-
differences selected for the interpolation and the fitted curve are shown in Figure
6.11b. The behavior of the data points before and after the location of the full-
energy peak supports the picture of the Compton edge.
The data points were fitted (red curve, the black dashed lines represent the
errors on the fit) and the∆C fBG was found to be 71 (3) ps at the location of the full-
energy peak of the feeding γ-ray. The P/B was measured from the LaBr3 spectrum
(Figure 6.10) and found to be 0.40 (8). The background used was the one noted
as “Possible BG 2”. The errors given here includes the systematic errors defined by
the different results of the P/B by choosing the other two possible backgrounds.
For the calculation of the tcor(E f eeder) the following values were used: ∆Cexp=
66 (3) ps, ∆C fBG= 71 (3) ps and P/B(E f )= 0.40 (8). All these resulted in
tcor(E f eeder)= -13 (10) ps.
The same procedure was followed for the tcor(Edeca y). The analysis is shown in
Figure 6.12. For the calculation of the tcor(Edeca y) the following values were used:
∆Cexp= 66 (3) ps, ∆C
d
BG= 31 (4) ps and P/B(Ed)= 0.57 (15). All these resulted
in tcor(Edeca y)= 60 (9) ps. The correction factor was measured to be tcor= 24 (7)
ps.
The PRD(E f eeder -Edeca y) was measured to be -25 (2) ps by using the calibration
shown in Chapter 5. The lifetime of the 4+1 state of
148Ce by using the equation (6.1)
was measured to be τ4+1 = 58 (4) ps.
6.3.2 Background-subtracted prompt-shaped time spectra
The second technique used in order to remove the background contribution to the
time spectrum was the one used in the case of the lifetime of the 2+1 state shown in
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Figure 6.11.: (a) The centroid-difference spectrum, black points, for the interpola-
tion of the time-background near the 386 keV peak of the 6+1 → 4+1
γ-ray. The energy step used for the second gate in the LaBr3 detectors
was 1 keV. The width of the energy gate was 10 keV. The whole energy
spectrum was scanned. The Ge and LaBr3 spectra generated for the
definition of the background regions are also shown. (b) The fit for
the interpolation of the time-background.
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Figure 6.12.: (a) The centroid-difference spectrum, black points, for the interpola-
tion of the time-background near the 295 keV peak of the 4+1 → 2+1
γ-ray. The energy step used for the second gate in the LaBr3 detectors
was 1 keV. The width of the energy gate was 10 keV. The whole energy
spectrum was scanned. The Ge and LaBr3 spectra generated for the
definition of the background regions are also shown. (b) The fit for
the interpolation of the time-background.
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Section 6.2.1. The same method was followed, by setting additional energy gate-
conditions (background gates), A′1 and B′1, (see Table 6.1) in the background-region
of the peaks in the LaBr3 spectra. The time-difference spectra were generated
following the coincidence logic A1B1-A1B
′
1-A
′
1B1+A
′
1B
′
1. The individuals delayed
time spectra are shown in Figure 6.13a. In figure 6.13b the resulting background-
corrected time-difference spectra are shown, delayed and anti-delayed.
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Figure 6.13.: (a) The individuals time spectra for the subtraction of the time back-
ground. (b) The delayed and anti-delayed time spectra following the
coincidence logic A1B1-A1B′1-A′1B1+A′1B′1 for the lifetime of the 4+1 state
of 148Ce.
From the centroid difference (∆C= 85 (8)), the PRD(E f eeder -Edeca y)= -25 (2)
and the GCDM (equation (4.4)) the lifetime of the 4+1 state of
148Ce was measured
to be τsub
4+1
= 55 (6) ps 2. The error includes the statistical error and the systematic
error. The systematic error was checked by changing the position of the background
gates, to A′′1 and B′′1 .
6.4 Results and discussion
The determined lifetimes measured allow the calculation of the transition strengths
(reduced transition probabilities). The lifetime (τ) of a state is connected with the
transition probability T(σλ)f i [79] by
2 The “sub” notation stands for the background-subtracted time spectra used.
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τ=
1
T (σλ)f i
, (6.4)
where
T (σλ)f i =
8pi
ħh
λ+ 1
λ[(2λ+ 1)!!]2
 Eγ
ħhc
2λ+1
B(σλ; Ji → J f ), (6.5)
where σ denotes either the electric (E) or magnetic (M) character and λ the angu-
lar momentum of a transition between two states (Jpii → Jpi f , where pi, here, is the
parity), B(σλ; Ji → J f ) is the reduced transition probability, and Eγ the transition
energy [79]. For electric transitions with angular momentum λ=2 the transition
probability is given by [79]
T (σλ)f i = 5.498× 1022 λ+ 1λ[(2λ+ 1)!!]2
 Eγ
197.33
2λ+1
B(σλ; Ji → J f ), (6.6)
in 1/s units. The B(Eλ) is in units of e2fm2λ. The reduced transition probabil-
ity B(Eλ) is commonly used in Weisskopf units (W.u.), or Weisskopf single-particle
estimate, [80]
BW (Eλ) =
1.22λ
4pi

3
λ+ 3

A2λ/3e2 f m2λ, (6.7)
where A is the atomic mass number.
The lifetimes measured are shown in Table 6.2. The notations are used, as in
the text in the previous sections, for the different handling of the data to result on
the lifetime. For the lifetime of the 2+1 state the two results, τ2+1 and τ
sub
2+1
, agrees
between each other, within the errors. The same occurs for the transition strength
B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) as shown also in Table 6.2. The same occurs for the lifetime of
the 4+1 state. The τ4
+
1 and the τ
sub
4+1
(and the transition strength B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 ))
agrees between each other, within the errors.
For the calculation of the B4/2 ratio the τ2+1 and τ4+1 results will be used. The
ratio results in the value B4/2= 1.52 (11). The ratio seems to deviate from both the
typical values for a vibrator and a rigid-rotor (2 and 1.4 respectively, see Chapters
1 and 2), setting the nucleus, together with its heavier N = 90 isotones, near the
CP of the QSPT, as it is shown in Figure 6.14. If the τsub
2+1
and the τsub
4+1
values are
adopted the resulting transition strengths ratio is B∗4/2= 1.55 (19). The two values
agree within the errors.
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Table 6.2.: Lifetimes and transition strengths in 148Ce obtained from the present
work.
Jpii notation τ τ - lit. J
pi
f B(E2; J
pi
i → Jpif )
2+1 τ2+1 1.466 (50) ns 1.457 (87) ns [74] 0
+
1 85.2 (29) W.u.
2+1 τ
sub
2+1
1.430 (82) ns 1.457 (87) ns [74] 0+1 87.3 (50) W.u.
4+1 τ4+1 58 (4) ps 2
+
1 129 (9) W.u.
4+1 τ
sub
4+1
55 (6) ps 2+1 135 (15) W.u.
Figure 6.14.: The B4/2 ratios of the N=90 isotones. The typical values (benchmarks)
for the U(5) symmetry, SU(3) symmetry and the X(5) model (which
describe nuclei near the CP of the QSPT) are marked. All N=90 isotones
lies near the CP.
In order to understand the QSPT, in the following Chapters the experimental
data for 148Ce is being compared with (a) several geometrical models approximat-
ing the transitional region around X(5), and (b) microscopic calculations for this
nucleus using the five-dimensional quadrupole collective Hamiltonian, equation
(7.1). Additionally the whole N≈90 region is being investigated with the IBM-1
calculations. The trajectories of cerium, neodymium and samarium isotopic chains
in the IBM symmetry triangle are showing the shape evolution along the chains.
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7 Discussion
In the previous Chapter the analysis for the 2+1 and the 4
+
1 lifetimes was presented.
The resulting observable connected with the lifetimes, the B4/2 ratio, together with
all known experimental observables for the nucleus will be compared with the ge-
ometrical models presented in Chapter 2. Additionally they will be used in order
to analyze the nuclei near the N=90 QSPT within the IBM-1 (Chapter 3) in order
to include the influence of the γ-softness in the shape of the nucleus. The pur-
pose of both the comparison and the IBM-1 analysis is to understand the evolution
of shapes along the QSPT. The increasing γ-softness along the isotopic chains of
cerium, neodymium and samarium will be also investigated in order to understand
the different evolution of the R4/2 and B4/2 ratios over the neutron number, shown
in Figure 1.5.
7.1 Comparison of experimental data of 148Ce with geometrical models
The 148Ce isotope is on the low-Z boundary of the N = 90 QSPT. The experimental
results, presented in Chapter 6, indicate that the isotope is near the CP of the
QSPT. If the assumption that the isotope is not axially deformed (γ=0o) is taken,
the experimental data can be compared with the observables of the geometrical
solutions presented in Chapter 2. By this comparison the shape of the nucleus
can be approached. The R4/2=2.86 ratio seems to set it before the CP and so the
comparison with one of the X(5)-β2n models can give more information about the
“distance” from the CP.
The energy levels emanating from the X(5), X(5)-β8 and CBS models and the
experimentally measured levels for the N=90 isotones are plotted side by side in
Figure 7.1. The values of the key observables R4/2, E0+2 /E2+1 and B4/2 can be seen
in Table 7.1. One can perceive the good agreement of 148Ce with the X(5)-β8
model. Additionally to the s = 1 band, the experimental E0+2 of
148Ce fits with the
X(5)-β8 prediction for E0+2 <E6+1 . The agreement is also supported by Figure 7.2,
where the energy ratios E(J+)/E(2+), with J ≤ 14, are plotted for a vibrator, a
rigid-rotor, X(5) and X(5)-β2n models and the experimental data of 148Ce. One can
see that for increasing n, X(5)-β2n models are approaching X(5). For J ≤ 6 the
experimental ratios seems to agree with all models. For J > 6 the experimental
data fit with high precision with the X(5)-β8 model.
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As it was explained before, nuclei with fitting observables with the X(5)-β2n
are on the spherical side of the CP. By making the assumption that 148Ce is axially
symmetric (γ=0o), the agreement with X(5)-β8 shows that the nucleus is placed
near the CP. In the next Section this assumption will be checked by the investigation
of the cerium isotopic chain, with N=86-90, within the IBM-1.
152 (11)
Figure 7.1.: Comparison of energy spectra between theories and the adopted ex-
perimental data for N=90 isotones. The energies of the levels of each
isotope are normalized to the energy of the 2+1 state which is shifted
to 100 keV. The 0+2 states are plotted with blue and the 2
+
γ states
are plotted with green. The B(E2) values presented are normalized at
B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) = 100. One can see the good agreement of the exper-
imental data for 148Ce with the X(5)-β8 model and the microscopic cal-
culations. The trend of the 2+γ states shows increasing γ-softness around
152Sm.
7.2 Isotopic chains in the IBM symmetry triangle
The importance of the axially asymmetry will be shown in this Section by inves-
tigating the isotopic chains of cerium, neodymium and samarium (around N=90)
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4Figure 7.2.: Comparison of energy ratios E(J+)/E(2+) between a vibrator, a rigid-
rotor, X(5) and X(5)-β2n models and the experimental data of 148Ce.
Table 7.1.: Comparison between experimental data of 148Ce with geometrical mod-
els and the microscopic calculations.
X(5) X(5)-β8 [18]
CBS [17] Microscopic 148Ce
rβ = 0.14 calculations Exp.
R4/2 2.90 2.85 3.01 2.99 2.86
E0+2 /E2+1 5.65 5.09 6.80 5.21 4.86
B4/2 1.58 1.63 1.60 1.54 1.52 (11)
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within the IBM-1 (Chapter 3). For all the isotopes in the N=90 QSPT region the
crossing of the R4/2 and the R0γ contours is unique and allow their placement
in the triangle. The IBM-1 calculations were performed with IBAR code for the
corresponding NB. The corresponding NB had to be used as the contours for all
observables are changing for different NB [21].
7.2.1 IBM-1 calculations - Cerium isotopic chain
In Figure 7.3b the placement of the 148Ce isotope is shown. For 148Ce the ex-
perimental data for the two observables are: R4/2 = 2.86 and R0γ = −1.38. The
fitting R4/2 contour is crossing the fitting R0γ contour in one point, with coordinates
ζ = 0.64 and χ = −0.94. The same method has been used in order to define the
trend of the cerium isotopic chain into the triangle. In Figure 7.4a the placements
of the even-even cerium isotopes with N=86-90 are shown together with the PT-
lines for the corresponding valance boson numbers NB=6-8. For
144Ce the energy
of the 0+2 is not known experimentally, so the area inside the triangle where it is
placed was defined with the energy ratio R4/2. This contour is “vertical” so the χ
parameter could not be determined at all and the ζ parameter was only limited
between 0.5 and 0.6.
O(6)
U(5) SU(3)
E(5)
X(5)
NB=9
NB=12
NB=11
NB=10
NB=8
NB=7
NB=50
NB=250
NB=6
NB=5
152Sm
148Ce
146Ba
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3.: (a) PT-lines for several boson numbers 5-12, 50 and 250. The place-
ment of all N=90 isotones, with Z=56-64, in the IBM symmetry triangle
is shown. (b) Placement of 148Ce in the symmetry triangle.
The 146Ce isotope is placed on the spherical side of the PT-line for NB=7 and
148Ce on the deformed side of the PT-line for NB=8. This means that the CP of
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Figure 7.4.: Trajectories of the (a) cerium, (b) neodymium and (c) samarium isotopic
chains in the IBM symmetry triangle. 144Ce is placed along the black
dashed line (which corresponds in the R4/2 contour) because the E(2+γ )
energy is not known. (d) All trajectories plotted together for easier
comparison.
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the QSPT is between the two isotopes. For 146Ce, the potential minimum is lo-
cated at β=0, hence the nucleus in its ground state is dominated by a spherical
configuration, and in the opposite side, for 148Ce the minimum is located at β 6=0,
hence the nucleus in its ground state is dominated by a deformed configuration.
The deformed picture for 148Ce is in contradiction to the results of the anal-
ysis within the geometrical models, and X-β8 in particular which describes
nuclei before the QSPT, where the spherical minimum contributes mostly to
the nuclear shape.
The isotopic chain is not near the base of the triangle indicating some γ-
softness. The coordinates of the isotopes in the triangle can been seen in Table
7.2. In the table the γappr.e f f . are also given for the cerium isotopes. They were cal-
culated as described in Chapter 3, by the code IBAR for the corresponding ζ,χ and
NB and the equations (3.12) and (3.14). For
144Ce the calculations could not be
done because of the undefined χ parameter. The values show that the γ-softness
for both the N=88 and N=90 isotopes is γappr.e f f . ≈ 10o.
7.2.2 IBM-1 calculations - Neodymium and samarium isotopic chains
The placement of the even-even samarium isotopes (with N=86-92) into the trian-
gle (see Figure 7.4b) reveals the lower γ-softness of the isotopic chain for N=88-92.
Again the crossing from the spherical side to the deformed side of the CP of the PT
is between the N=88 and N=90 isotopes, like in the cerium isotopic chain, but the
χ parameters along the samarium chain are decreasing, showing less γ deforma-
tion, with increasing neutron number. The whole isotopic chain for N=88-92 stays
near the base of the triangle (U(5)-SU(3) leg). The γappr.e f f . values calculated for
the samarium isotopes show a drastic decreasing of the γ-softness for increasing
neutron number from N=86 to N=90 (see Figure 7.5a). The near to zero value
for 152Sm explains the good description of the isotope by the CBS model which
considers the γ-part of the nuclear potential as an harmonic oscillator (potential
minimum at γ=0) [17].
For the neodymium isotopic chain the placement of the isotopes is shown in
Figure 7.4c. Again the crossing from the spherical side to the deformed side of the
CP of the PT is between the N=88 and N=90 isotopes, as in cerium and samarium
isotopic chains. From Figure 7.5a and the γappr.e f f . values the same picture as for
samarium isotopic chain seems to occur. The γappr.e f f . values show a drastic decreasing
of the γ-softness for increasing neutron number from N=88 to N=90.
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Table 7.2.: Coordinates of isotopes in the IBM symmetry triangle. ∗The placement
of 144Ce in one spot was not possible because the energy of the 0+2 state
is not experimentally known. The isotope was placed in an area instead,
using the energy ratio R4/2. The γ
appr.
e f f . , calculated from the K
appr.
3 pa-
rameter as described in Chapter 3, is given for each isotope. The N=90
isotones are in “bold” for easier comparison.
Isotope ζ χ γappr.e f f .
146Ba 0.69 -0.78 12o
144Ce∗ 0.5 to 0.6 0 to −p7/2
146Ce 0.59 -1.02 10o
148Ce 0.64 -0.94 9o
146Nd 0.50 -1.17 12o
148Nd 0.56 -1.04 14o
150Nd 0.62 -1.08 5o
148Sm 0.43 -0.68 23o
150Sm 0.51 -1.14 11o
152Sm 0.61 -1.13 1o
154Sm 0.65 -1.23 3o
154Gd 0.63 -0.93 7o
156Dy 0.62 -0.87 8o
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Figure 7.5.: The calculated γappr.e f f . for (a) the cerium, neodymium and samarium iso-
topic chains and (b) for the N=90 isotones.
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7.2.3 Crossing χ parameter
For each isotopic chain there is a crossing χ-parameter where the line connecting
the N=88 and N=90 isotopes is crossing the PT-line for the boson number of the
N=90 isotope of the isotopic chain. As can be seen in Figure 7.4d the crossing χ-
parameter is increasing for decreasing Z (-1.13 for samarium, -1.06 for neodymium
and -1 for cerium). This picture can be connected with the different derivatives of
the binding energy for different NB[22].
In Figure 7.6 the first derivative of the binding energy over ζ for several boson
numbers and χ parameters are shown. Each line depends on a NB and χ parameter
combination (NB ,χ). Those combinations correspond on the NB of the N=90
isotope and the crossing χ-parameter of each isotopic chain (plotted in black).
Additionally the line for NB =250 and χ=-1 is plotted in blue (multiplied by 0.05
for easier comparison). One can see in Figure 7.6 that the discontinuity of a first-
order PT develops only in the large NB limit (NB =250). For small NB it is smoothed
out, less for samarium and more for neodymium and cerium.
Figure 7.6.: First derivative of the binding energy for multiple NB and χ parameters.
Each line corresponds in a NB and χ parameter combination (NB ,χ).
The NB =250 line is multiplied by 0.05 for easier comparison.
The difference between samarium, neodymium and cerium is mainly due to
the different crossing χ-parameter and less to the different NB. Changes on the
latter are causing smaller changes in the binding energy, as it can be seen in
the comparison of the Ce(8,-1) line with the two red lines in Figure 7.6, which
correspond to the same χ parameter for NB=9 and 10, i.e. for neodymium and
samarium isotopes on N=90.
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As γ-softness increases from samarium to cerium (for N=90), by decreasing
Z, and in the same time the crossing χ-parameter is increasing, the crossing of the
PT-line is less orthogonal. The smoothed out picture can be interrelated with the
changes of the structural fingerprints plotted in Figure 1.5a, where the decreasing
sharpness of the transition from spherical to deformed structures for decreasing Z
is shown. Hence the crossing χ-parameter, i.e. the γ-softness, can be associated
with the sharpness of the QSPT. The same picture can be seen in the R4/2 and B4/2
observables from the IBM-1 calculations (Figure 7.7). This shows a connection
between the non-orthogonal crossing of the PT-line in a finite-N system and the
smoother R4/2 and B4/2 systematics.
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
Figure 7.7.: (a) R4/2 and (b) B4/2 ratios from IBM-1 calculations. Each line depends
on a NB and χ parameter combination (NB ,χ).
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7.2.4 IBM-1 calculations - N=90 isotones
The same procedure for placing the nuclei in the IBM triangle has been followed to
map the N=90 isotones, with Z=56-66, in the triangle. The resulting coordinates
for the isotopes and their placement in the triangle can been seen in Table 7.2 and
Figure 7.3a, where all N=90 isotones are shown together with the corresponding
PT-line, calculated with the IBAR code for the corresponding valence boson number.
All the N=90 isotones are placed on the deformed side of their corresponding PT-
line.
Both 152Sm and 150Nd are located near the base of the triangle, revealing a
high degree of axial symmetry, more for 152Sm. The other isotopes, with lower and
higher Z, are placed symmetrically around them and closer to the O(6) symmetry,
revealing higher γ-softness. The same picture occurs for the N=90 isotones from
the γappr.e f f . parameters shown in Figure 7.5b. The minimum γ
appr.
e f f . value is observed
for 152Sm. In Figure 7.1 the energy spectra of the N=90 isotones are plotted, the
0+2 and the 2
+
γ states are also plotted. The spacing between the 2
+
γ and the 0
+
2 states
peaks in 152Sm, indicating the low γ-softness of the nucleus.
7.3 Microscopic calculations
The analysis within the geometrical models considers the γ part of the nuclear
potential to be a harmonic oscillator around γ=0. For nuclei with low γ-softness
this analysis and its results are reliable. From the IBM-1 analysis the cerium iso-
topic chain shows increased γ-softness. From the placement of 148Ce in the IBM
symmetry triangle and the calculation of the γappr.e f f . parameter, the γ-deformation
parameter seems to play some role in the shape of the nucleus (γappr.e f f . =9
o). Micro-
scopic calculations were performed in order to reveal the γ-softness of the nucleus
[81]. The calculations were made by Tamara Nikšic´ and Dario Vretenar using the
five-dimensional quadrupole collective Hamiltonian,
Hˆcol l = Tˆv i b + Tˆrot + Vcol l , (7.1)
as described in Ref. [82] 1.
In Figure 7.8 the potential energy surface of 148Ce is plotted. The equilib-
rium minimum (red dot) is located at β ≈ 0.25, indicating some β-deformation.
1 The interested reader can read more about microscopic analysis of the N = 90 QSPT region in
Refs. [82, 83] and [84].
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Figure 7.8.: Self-consistent triaxial quadrupole constrained energy surfaces in the
β − γ plane (0 ≤ γ ≤ 60◦) of 148Ce. The calculations were
made by Tamara Nikši´c and Dario Vretenar using the five-dimensional
quadrupole collective Hamiltonian (equation (7.1)) [81].
In comparison with the results, in Ref. [82], for 152Sm, 154Gd and 156Dy the β-
deformation is smaller in the 148Ce. Around the minimum there is an area with low
values which shows higher γ-softness. Additionally, the collective wave functions,
plotted in Figure 7.9, appear to display mixing in the γ direction. A minimum on
γ≈ 25 ◦ appears on the evolution of the second exited band, on the 2+2 excited state
(Figures. 7.9b and 7.9e). And a minimum on γ ≈ 40 ◦ appears on the 0+3 excited
state (Figure 7.9c).
The agreement of the microscopic calculations with the experimental data can
be seen in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1 where the spectrum and observables emanating
from the calculations are shown next to the adopted values for 148Ce. The transition
strengths, B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 ) and B(E2;4+1 → 2+1 ), agree with the experimentally
measured ones. From the calculations B(E2;2+1 → 0+1 )=80 W.u. and B(E2;4+1 →
2+1 )=123 W.u., resulting on the ratio B4/2=1.54. From this comparison the scenario
of the increased γ-softness of 148Ce, compared to 150Nd and 152Sm, is verified by
the microscopic calculations.
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Figure 7.9.: (a-c) Probability distributions in the β − γ plane for the lowest col-
lective 0+ states of 148Ce. (d-f) Probability distributions in the β − γ
plane for the lowest 2+ collective states of 148Ce. The calculations were
made by Tamara Nikši´c and Dario Vretenar using the five-dimensional
quadrupole collective Hamiltonian (equation (7.1)) [81].
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8 Summary and outlook
The investigation of the QSPT in the even-even N=90 isotones [15], with Z=58-60
was presented in this doctoral thesis. The work was focused on the low-Z boundary
of the N=88-90 QSPT. The structural observable B4/2 of the
148Ce was extracted
for the first time by the experimental measurement of the lifetime of the 2+1 and
4+1 states with fast electronic timing techniques. The data were collected within
the EXILL&FATIMA campaign which took place at the high-flux reactor at the ILL
in Grenoble, France. Cold neutrons from the reactor were used to induce fission of
235U and 241Pu [60, 61], while the de-excitations of the fission fragments (among
them the nucleus of interest, 148Ce) were recored by a hybrid array of Ge and Ce-
doped LaBr3 detectors, the EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer [65, 66]. The two types of
detectors allowed the selection of the cascade of interest and the measurement of
the lifetimes. For the lifetime measurements the slope [51] method and the GCSM
[53] were used. In the analysis multiple techniques were used to subtract the time-
background contribution. The resulting lifetimes, τ2+1 = 1.466 (50) ns and τ4+1 =
58 (4) ps, entered the B4/2= 1.52 (11) value, placing the nucleus near the CP of
the QSPT.
Experimental observables, such as the R4/2 and B4/2 ratios and the location
of the 0+2 state, were compared with geometrical models near the CP of the QSPT.
The agreement with the X(5)-β8 model seemed to imply dominant sphericity of
148Ce. A deeper analysis which takes the finite size of the quantum system and the
γ-degree of freedom into account, the analysis within the IBM-1, implied that 148Ce
is actually deformed. This picture was also supported by microscopic calculations.
Furthermore, within the IBM-1, it was shown that the evolution of the QSPT at
N = 90 is smoothed out as a function of decreasing proton number due to finite-N
effects and increasing γ-softness.
For further understanding of the QSPT in the even-even N=90 isotones exper-
imental structural observables should be measured with higher precision. This can
be done by new experiments with higher precision on the selection of the nucleus
on interest. In 2018 a fission experiment was performed in ILL where the prompt
γ-rays could be selected over the γ-rays followed by the β-decay of the fission frag-
ment. The selection was possible by placing the fission target in a liquid-scintillator
and distinguish the γ-rays in coincidence with the β-particles from the ones in coin-
cidence with the recoil of the fission fragments. With a better selection-mechanism
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the lifetimes of higher-energy states would also be possible to be measured and
transition strengths to be extracted.
Furthermore, microscopic calculations for cerium isotopes around 148Ce would
help on the understanding of the evolution of the γ-softness in the isotopic chain.
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A Supplementary data for the IBM-1
A.1 R4/2 derivative and the PT-line(R4/2)
A direct observable of the nucleus’ shape, also experimentally accessible, is the
energy spectrum. The energy ratio R4/2 = E(4+1 )/E(2
+
1 ) reveals the shape of the
nucleus. It is shown that the CP of the PT occurs near to the turning point of the
R4/2, hence where the first derivative peaks [15, 20]. In Figure A.1 the R4/2 and
the first derivatives for NB = 8 and multiple χ variables are plotted. For χ = 0 the
derivative peaks at ζcri t = 0.56, for infinite number of valence bosons ζcri t = 0.5.
This difference occurs because of the finite number of bosons. The CPs for different
χ variables was mapped into the IBM symmetry triangle. They form a line, for
now on referred to as PT-line(R4/2). In Figure A.2 the PT-line(R4/2) is plotted for
NB = 8 and NB = 10. The calculations have been made with IBAR code which
performs IBM-1 calculations [42]. The PT-lines(R4/2) is not near the corresponding
ζdeg lines defined by Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10. The reason for this is the kinetic energy of
the nucleus which is taken into account on the IBM-1 calculations.
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Figure A.1.: The R4/2 and the first derivatives for NB = 8 and multiple χ variables.
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Figure A.2.: The placement of the isotopic chains together with the PT-lines(R4/2)
defined by IBAR from the derivative of the R4/2 and the ζcri t defined
by Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10 (a) for cerium and (b) samarium. The PT-lines(R4/2)
differ from the ζcri t lines. The QSPT occurs between the N=88 and
N=90 isotopes.
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B Supplementary data for the
analysis
B.1 SOCOv2, commands and files
Command used for the event-building:
. / soco2 event−bu i lde r −C ~/c a l i b . conf −s ~/ s h i f t s −c ~/
channel . conf −r ~/requirements . conf −o ~/ou t_ fo lde r −w
20
requirements.conf file:
#type min max
#f t− t r i p l e s ( Clo−La−La ) :
CLOVER 1 4 #max 4 to al low f o r addback
LaBr 2 2
TAC 1 1
Command used for the gating:
. / soco2 gate−spec t r a −C ~/c a l i b . conf −c ~//channel . conf −e
~/exclude . conf −s ~/ s h i f t s −b ~/bgo . th re sho ld s −a −g /
gates . conf −o ~/ou t_ fo lde r −t ~/TAC− s h i f t i j . conf ~/ f i l e .
r l i s t
gates.conf file:
#ADDBACK type thre sho ld_min threshold_max
ADDBACK CLOVER 384 389
ADDBACK LABR 293 298
exclude.conf file:
#LaBr_ID LaBr_ID
128 129
128 130
128 134
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128 135
129 130
130 131
130 132
131 132
132 133
132 134
133 134
134 135
136 137
136 138
136 142
136 143
137 138
138 139
138 140
139 140
140 141
140 142
141 142
142 143
TAC-shiftij.conf file:
#LaBr_ID LaBr_ID TAC_ID s h i f t ( channe l s )
128 129 144 144.4
128 130 144 128.6
128 131 144 138.6
128 132 144 32.2
. . .
140 143 156 62.6
141 142 157 31
141 143 157 21.8
142 143 158 79.2
Command used for the fast-timing matrix:
. / soco2 f t−matrix −C ~/c a l i b . conf −c ~/channel . conf −e ~/
exclude . conf −s ~/ s h i f t s −b ~/bgo . th re sho ld s −a −g ~/
gates . conf −o ~/ou t_ fo lde r −t ~/TAC− s h i f t i j . conf ~/ f i l e .
r l i s t
80 B. Supplementary data for the analysis
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